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1. INTRODUCTION 
The proof of the Independence from ZF of the Continuum Hypothesis 
as well as the Axiom of Choice, Martin's Axiom, Suslin Hypothesis, and 
several other statements is given by means of the Comprehension Scheme and 
by the use of the Forcing Language. As a result, essentially partial-
order valued models are constructed which subsequently yield the familiar 
two-valued models where the independence of the above statements is 
ascertained in the usual way. 
The transition from a partial-order valued model to a familiar two-
valued model is accomplished based on the existence of D-generic filters 
of a partially ordered set. 
Thus, the concept of partial-order valued models as well as that of 
D-generic filters plays a central role in the present day development of 
Set Theory. 
In this dissertation we consider questions related to both of the 
above concepts. 
In Section 2, we prove the existence of a model'for the unrestricted 
Comprehension Scheme in a certain n-valued logic. 
In Section 3, we construct partial-order valued models, and in Sec­
tion 4 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
generic filter in a partially ordered set proving its equivalence to the 
existence of a molecule in the partially ordered set. In Section 5, we 
introduce some P-lattice algebras and we prove the existence of a D-
complete ultrafilter in a Boolean algebra for the denumerable case. 
2a 
In Section 6, we introduce the notion of k-inducive partially 
ordered sets based on which we prove the existence of some E-complete 
filters of partially ordered sets with some conditions imposed on the 
cardinality of E. 
Martin ' s Axiom which is somewhat analogous to Zom*s Lemma asserts 
the existence of "large" filters in a partially ordered set where "large" 
is used in the sense of D-genericity. In Section 7, we prove some equiva­
lent forms of Martin's Axiom in connection with Boolean algebras and also 
we give some consequences of Martin's Axiom pertaining to the cardinal 
exponentiation. In general, the analogy of Martin's Axiom to Zom's 
Lemma becomes closer when the filter reduces to a simply ordered set. 
However, this is not always the case as shown in Section 8. On the other 
hand, the discrepancy between Martin's Axiom and Zom's Lemma is due to 
the fact that the former requires that partially ordered sets satisfy 
some stringent conditions such as countable antichain condition and that 
the cardinality of D be less than that of the Continuum. 
In Section 9, in connection with antichain condition, we obtain some 
results concerning the existence of strictly descending sequences in 
special partially ordered sets. 
Motivatea by the notion of an ultrafilter in a Boolean algebra, in 
Section 10 we introduce the notion of a pseudo-ultrafilter in a partially 
ordered set, and we prove that a partially ordered set has a pseudo-
ultrafilter if and only if it has a pseudo-molecule. 
2b 
Finally, in Section llj we consider the existence of a k-complete 
nonprincipal ultrafilter in 2 and based on the existence of a measurable 
cardinal we prove a generalization of Ramsey's theorem. 
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2. MODELS FOR THE SCHEME OF COMPREHENSION 
The main feature of any set-theoretical model is that it should pro­
vide sets which have properties that are essential for the development of 
various branches of mathematics. 
Thus, the characterization of sets by means of properties is a funda­
mental method in developing set-theories and set—theoretical models. This 
kind of characterization of sets is usually done by means of some kind of 
axiom scheme of Comprehension which is usually formalized as: 
(as)(Yx)((x £ s) F(x)) (2.1) 
For well-known reasons [1, p. 32] in the framework of the classical 
two-valued predicate calculus, the axiom scheme of Comprehension (2.1) 
cannot be an axiom of any set theory and therefore there exists no set-
theoretical model for (2.1). As is well-known [1, p. 36] in ZF the axiom 
scheme of Comprehension acquires the form: 
(3s)(Vx)((x € s) -M- (x e a) A F(k)) (2,2) 
where a is an existing set and where s has no occurrence in F(x). 
But then scheme (2.2) is a formalization of the theorem scheme of Separa­
tion. 
However, it is possible [2, p. 643 and 3, p. 616] to prove the exist­
ence of a model for the Comprehension scheme (2.1) if logics other than the 
classical two-valued predicate calculus are chosen as the underlying logi­
cal framework. 
Below we give a generalization of [2, p. 643] with respect to n-valued 
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logic (L^,N,D) with one unary N and one binary D connectives. 
We assume that n-valued {a-,a-,...,a -} truth tables are given for 
u 1 n—J. 
N and D of L and that is such that 
n u 
NCa^) = DCa^.a^) = DCa^.a^) = a^ for 0 < i <_ n-1 (2.3) 
Our aim is to construct a set-theoretical model for (2.1) where e 
is the only nonlogical binary (elementhood) relation and where formulas 
are evaluated according to the truth tables of CL^»N,D). 
The notion of a set-theoretical formula is as usual with x e x, 
sex, xgt, set being the only type of atomic formulas, where s and 
t are constants (set symbols). 
Thus, we must prove the existence (in the metamathematics) of a (not 
necessarily countable) set M = {SQ,s^,...} such that for every formula 
with at most one free variable x there exists s in M such that 
(?x)((x€ M) (2s) ((s € M) A (||x e s|| = ||F(x)||))) (2.4) 
Where ||P|| indicates the value (evaluated by means of the truth tables) 
of a formula P where as mentioned above (for the reason -mentioned in the 
remark below) we allow the n constant functions also appear as F(x) 
in (2.4). 
Clearly (2.4) is the intended interpretation of (2.1). 
Remark 1. Obviously, C{s}, e) with jjs e s||= a^ where a^ is 
given by (2.3) is a model for (2.4) and this is the reason why we stipu­
late that constant functions appear as F(x) in (2.4). 
Before proving the existence of a model for (2.4) we describe the 
formal process of the construction. The construction is performed stage-
4b 
wise inductively. We employ the ordinals of (V, €) as the subscripts 
of the stages (which are set in V). 
First we observe that the set Eg given by 
^0 = (2.5) 
exists in V with 
(^x) C(x € EQ) —»• 11X e s^ll = a^) for 0 £ i £ n-1 (2,6) 
and 
(Vx)((x € EQ)  — l l x  e  s ^ l l  =  | | x  e  x | l  )  ( 2 . 7 )  
because Hx £ s^H = Hx e x|l has a solution for x € E^ 
11 s E s II = a. for some j with 0 < j < n-1 (2.8) 11 ^ j ^ — 
Next, for every set s and t we introduce the sets N(s), R(s), and 
D(s,t) defined as 
II X e N(s) 11 = N(||x G s|l) (2.9) 
II X E R(s) II = lis £ x|l (2.10) 
II X £ D(s,t)|| = D(||x £ s|| , llx £ t|l) (2.11) 
where N and D are the connectives mentioned above. 
Now let 
M = U E. C2..12) 
where, according to (2.5) 
^0 ^^0'®1'* "'®n-l'®n^ (2.13) 
and 
5a 
U{z I (a s) ( 3 t) ((s € E^) A (t € E^) A (z = N(s) V 
(2.14) 
2 = R(s) V 2 = D(s,t)))} 
We claim that for every formula F(x) with at most one free variable 
and with constants belonging to E^ there exists s 6 M such that 
(Vx) (x € M -»• l|x e s|| = 11?(x) H) (2.15) 
which is the abbreviated form of (2.4). 
The axiom scheme of replacement of (V, G) ensures that E^ for 
every i € w is a set. 
Clearly, from (2.5) and (2.7) it follows that for every i g w the 
set E^ is finite and therefore M is at most denumerable. 
To prove (2.15), based on (2.14) we first show that (E^^, e) is a 
model for E^ and £ is defined on 
From (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) it follows that 
E is defined on EQ (2.16) 
and hence, in what follows we inductively assume that E is defined on 
E^ and we shown that £ can be extended to E^^ in such a way that 
E^^ is a model for E^. 
The proof of the extension is given for the three cases corresponding 
to N(s), R(s) and D(s,t) with s € E^ and t € E^. 
The case of N(s) 
We assume that C is defined on 
E^U {B(8j) I 0 < i < i < E^} = E^U (2.17) 
where 
5b 
= {N(Sj) I 0 < j < i 1 E^} (2.18) 
We must extend E to 
\ U {N(Sj) 1 0 < 3 1 i+l> = \ u (2.19) 
where 
^i+1 " {N(Sj) 1 0 < j < i+1} (2.20) 
From (2.9) it follows that 
li X e N(s^^j^)l| = N(l|x E s^+il|) (2.21) 
Thus, by our assumption, we have 
II X e N(s^_j_^)l| = N(llx e for every x € U (2:22) 
where is given by (2.2). 
Consequently, 
||x E y 11 is determined for every x € Ej^ U and y € ^i+1 (2.23) 
On the other hand, by (2.21) we must have 
||K(Si^l) £ SCs.^^)li = N(iiN(s.^^) E s.^,11) (2.24) 
Let us observe that N(x £ is a formula N^_j_j^(x) which 
involves x £ s^, s^ £ x, x £ x with 0 ^  i 5. n-1 and the connectives. 
Hence, from (2.3) it follows that 
Therefore, if we choose 
II N(Sj.+i) e Il(s^+^)|| = (2.26) 
then we see that (2.24) is satisfied. But this (in view of our observa-
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tion above) also implies that 
II £ y II is determined for every y € U (2.27) 
From (2.23) and (2.27) it then follows that 
II X e y II is determined for every (x,y) € (E^ U (2.28) 
which extends £ from Ej^ U to ^desired. 
Consequently, from our inductive assumption, (2.17), (2.28) we see 
that 
£ is defined on U C2.29) 
where 
= {N(x) I X e E^} (2.30) 
The case of R(s) 
Again, we assume that £ is defined on 
E^U U' { R(Sj) I  0 < j < i < y  =  E j ^ U N j ^ U R ^  (2.31) 
where is given by (2.30) and where 
= {R(Sj) 0 < j < i < E^} (2.32) 
We must extend £ to 
U U {R(Sj) 1 0 < j <_ i+1} = E^ U U R^^^ (2.33) 
where 
\+l " 0 < j < i+l} (2.34) 
From (.2.10) it follows that 
l|x £ R(s^_^^) II = l|s^_^^ £ X II (2.35) 
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Thus, by our assumption, we have 
llx e 11 = II e x|| for every x € U U (2.36) 
i&ich is determined by (2.37) . 
We observe that ^•Cs^_j_^) e y is a formula \diich involves y e s^, 
e y, y e y with 0 ^  i n-1 and the connectives. Hence, in view of 
(2,38) we see that 11r(s^^^) e y |1 is determined for every 
y € U ^ ^i+1' then from (2,37) it follows that 
||x £ yII is determined for every (x,y) ^ (E^U ^ (2.39) 
which extends e from E, U N, Ur. to E, U N, Ur . k k 1 k k i+1 
How from (2,29), (2,31), (2,39) we see that 
On the other hand, by (2.35) we must have 
llRCs^+l) e RCs^+i)|l = II s^^^ e R(s^_^^) 1| (2,38) 
e is defined on E^ U U 12,40) 
where 
Rj^ = {R(x) 1 X € E^ U N^} C2.41) 
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The case of PÇs.t) 
We consider a well-ordering of x and we assume that e 
is defined on 




= {D(s^,s^) 1 (u,v) <* (j,e) € X Ë^} (2.43) 
We must extend c to 
U U U {D(s^,s^) I (u,v) <.* (j = (m,n)} = 
(2.44) 
where (j,e)^ = (m,n) is the immediate successor of (j,e) in the 
well-ordering c* of x E^, and where 
= {D(s^,s^) I (u,v) <* (m,n)} (2.45) 
With a reasoning analogous to the previous two cases and with the 
choice of 
llnkm-V ^ "(vVII " ^0 (2-46) 
it can be readily verified that e can be defined on 
E^U N^U R^U (2.47) 
where 
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\ = {D(Sy,Sy) I (u,v) € X Ej^} (2.48) 
But then from (2.14) and (2.47) it follows that 
is an e-model for (2.49) 
Moreover, our construction shows that 
E is defined on E^^ for every k 6 u, (2.50) 
Based on the above we prove 
Theorem 1. Let (L^,N,D) be an n-valued logic satisfying (2.3). 
There exists an at most denumerable model (M,e) for the axiom scheme of 
comprehension (2.1) such that 
C?x) C(x € M) (.3s)(Cs € M) A (^11 X e s II = || FCx) jj))) 
as indicated in (2.4). 
Proof. From (2.14) it follows that for every k Ç u the set E^ 
is a finite set. Let M = U E . Clearly, M is at most denumerable. 
keu 
We prove that (M,£) is the desired model. Let F(x) be a formula 
build of the atomic formulas by means of the connectives N and D such 
that X is the only free variable of F(x) and where some finite number 
of constants (symbols of the elements of M) appear. Since, as (2.14) 
shows, E^ C E^^^ for every n € w, we see that there exists a stage of 
smallest subscripts, say, E^ vAiich contains all the constants that ap­
pear in F(x). From our construction of N^, and given respec­
tively by C2.30), (2.41) and (2.44) it follows that formula F(x) will be 
used to construct a set of (M,e) at same stage E with m > k. But 
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then from (2.45) and (2.42) it follows that there exists a set s in the 
model (M,e) which satisfies (2,4). 
It is easy to give examples of finite models for the axiom scheme of 
comprehension [2, p. 655]. 
Below we prove the existence of a denumerable (infinite) model for 
axiom scheme of comprehension. 
Theorem 1. Let (Lg^^xD) be a 2-valued logic {0,l} with N the 
unary operator and D the binary operator of product of {0,l} mod 2. 
Then there exists a denumerably infinite model (M,£) for the axiom 
scheme of comprehension (2.1). 
Proof. Let 
M = {s. I i e u} U {s } (2.51) 
1 ' 0) 
and e be defined as 
f 0 for k = 0,2,...,2i-2,2i,2i+l,... 
llsfc £ S2ill = < C2.52) 
^ ^ 1 1 for k = l,3,...,2i-l 
0 for k = 0,2,—,2i-2 
s,. e i (2.53) 
for k=l,3,...,2i-l,2i,2i+l,... 
and 
"®k ® = ll®k ^ = \\% e s^l! for k e a 
(2.54) 
IU„ s = 0 
First, we show that s^'s are pairwise distinct. Clearly s^^ and 
lia 
^2i+l distinct since |jsj^ e s^^j] = 0 for k 2 2i whereas 
11 Sj^ e ®2i+l^l ~ ^ k ^  2i by (2.52) and (2.53). If i < j, then 
®2i ^ ®23 ll®2i+l ^ ®2ill " ° ll®2i+l ^ ®2j+lll " 
=2i+l * ®2j+l ll®2i ^ ®2i+lll = ^ Ms^i £ = 0 
for i < j. 
Now, we show that (M,e) is a model for the axiom scheme of compre­
hension. As usual, we describe (M.e) as an (o+l by oj+l matrix of 0 
and 1 whose entries are determined by (2.52), (2.53) and (2.54) which 
imply that 
(i) the rows of the oJ+1 by w+1 matrix are closed under coor-
dinatewise multiplication mod 2. 
(ii) each column of the (o+l by co+1 matrix is also a row of that 
matrix. 
(iii) the to-th row is an alternating sequence of 0 and 1 start­
ing with 0. 
Again, as usual we identify the i-th row of the a>fl by Wfl matrix 
with the set s^. 
In view of (i), we see that corresponding to the formula 
D(x E s^ , X E Sj) by (14) we have for i,j € w and every x € M, 
D(||x £ s^ ll , ||x E Sjll ) = jjx E s^ll if i < j (2.55) 
and in view of (ii) for i S w and every x 6 M 
11% £ R(s^)ll = ||x £ s^^2ll = ll®i E xll (2.56) 
lib. 
and in view of (iii) for every x € M we have 
Ik G s^ll = tlx £ xll (2.57) 
Obviously, for every i 6 w and every x € M, we have 
||x e s^ll = N( ||x e sj|) (2.58) 
To complete the proof of the theorem we must show that if F(x) is 
a formula in which x is the only free variable and where a finite number 
of constant symbols of M appear, then there exists a set s € M such 
that for every x 6 M we have 
||x e sII = IIF(x) II (2.59) 
Clearly» F(x) is built of the atomic formulas by means of connectives 
N and D where a finite number of constant symbols of M appear. But 
(2.55), (2.56), (2.57), (2.58) in view of (i), (ii), (iii) ensure the 
existence of s in (2.59). 
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3. MODELS WITH PARTIAL ORDER EVALUATION AND FORCING METHOD 
Instead of considering n-valued logics with the corresponding truth 
tables as done in Section 2, here based on the notion of compatibility, we 
consider a partially ordered set CP,£) for evaluating formulas of the set 
theoretical models along the lines of [4], [5, p. 113], [6], [7], [8]. 
We recall that two elements of P are called compatible if and only 
if they have a nonzero lower bound. Otherwise they are called incompatible. 
We assume that to every atomic formula x £ y of a model M a value 
||x £ y|| which is a subset of P is assigned, i.e., 
llx S yll c P (3.1) 
and the value HFH of a formula F is defined by: 
ll~l^ll = {z 1 z £P and z is incompatible with every element of HfH} (3.2) 
HE V F|1 = HEII U llFfl (3.3) 
1|E A F11 = HEH n ||F11 (3.4) 
||(ax)F|| = u !|F(a)|l (3.5) 
a€M 
ll(Vx)Fll = n llF(a)ll (3.6) 
a6M 
Based on (3.1) and (3.2) we show that 
111! F11 2 llFtt (3.7) 
Indeed, if P € HfH then by (3.2) we see that p is incompatible with 
every element of ||lFll and therefore again by (3.2) we see that p is an 
element of H HFl|. 
We observe that we may in fact have H11F H |lF||. For instance, if 
P = {p,q,r} is defined by p £ q and HF|| = {p}, then lllF|l = {r} and 
13 
llnnFll = {p,q} f llFll. 
Based on (3.1) to (3.4) we show that 
If E and ? are formulas, then 
llKE V F)ll = 111 E Al F|| (3.8) 
Indeed, p € H 1 (E V F) || if and only if p is incompatible with 
every element of ||E vF|1 = HeH U ||F||. Thus, if and only if p is incom­
patible with every element of ||E|| and with every element of ||F||. Hence 
if and only if p € 11 1 e]] 0 || "1 Fj] = j] 1 E a "1 f]] . 
Based on (3.1) to (3.4) we show that 
If E and F are formulas, then. 
||l(E A F)|| 3 111 E|| U 111 Fll (3.9) 
Indeed, let p € ||l E|| U ||l F||. Thus p € ||l E|| or p € |H F|| 
which imply that p is incompatible with every element of HeH or with 
every element of HfH- In either case p is incompatible with every element 
of 1|E11 n 1|F |1 = ||EA F||. Hence p € ||l (E A F) ||. 
We observe that we may in fact have ||L (E A F)|l f 111 U Hi F||. 
For instance, if P = {p,q,r} is defined by q £ p and r < p and 
|1E|1 = {q} , ||F|| = {r}. Then ||LE|| = {r}, ||nF|| = {q}, and 
||1E|1 U ||1F|| = {q,r}, but ||E A Fjj =0 and |N(E A F) |j = {p,q,r}. 
Based on (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) we show that. 
If F is a formula with one free variable, then 
lhCax)F|l = ||(Vx) 1F|| (3.10) 
Indeed, p € ||l(3x)F|| if and only if p is incompatible with every 
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element of U ||F(a) || = ||(3x)F|| . Thus, if and only if p is incompatible 
a€M 
with every element of ||F(a)||, for every element a 6 M. Hence if and only 
if p € ||lF(a) II, for every a € M. Therefore if and only if 
P e ni|-iF(a)|| = i|(Tx)nF)||. 
a€M • 
Based on (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) we show that 
If F is a formula with one free variable, then 
||1(WF|| 3 ||(ax)(l F)|| (3.11) 
Indeed, let pÇ ||(3X) (IF) || = U LI~l^'(a)||- Then p is incompatible 
a€M 
with every element of ||F(a) ||, for some a € M. Thus p is incompatible 
with every element of Pi ||F(a)|| = ||(YX)F||. Hence 
a€M 
p e 111 (VX)F|1 = 11(3%)( I N II. 
We observe that, we may in fact have || 1 (Vx)F|| f || (3x)(lF)|| . For 
instance, if P = {p,q,r} is defined by q £ p and r < p, and M is a 
model consisting of two elements a and b i.e., M = {a , b}, and 
||F(a)ll = {q}, i|F(b)l| = {r}, then || (3x)(lF) || U ||lF(b)|| = {r , q}, 
but II 1 (Vx)F|| = {p,q,r} since H (Vx)F|| = ||F(a) || H ||F(b)|| = 0. 
In order to pass from the above partial order evaluation of formulas to 
the classical two valued evaluation, we define the notion of a generic subset 
G of P. 
Let us call a subset C of P -a compatibility subset of P if and only 
if for every x Ç P there exists y g C such that y and x are compatible. 
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Based on the above we introduce: 
Definition 3.1. A subset G ^ P is called a generic subset of P 
if and only if 
Every two elements of G are compatible C3.12) 
and 
G has a non empty intersection with every compatibility subset of P 
(3.13) 
Next we prove 
lAmma 3.1. Let G be a generic subset of P. Then every two elements 
of G have a nonzero lower bound in G. 
Proof. Let x Ç G and y € G. Clearly P-G is not a compatibility 
subset of P. Therefore for some z € G it is the case that z is income 
patible with every element of P-G. Consequently, by (3.12) some nonzero 
u € G is a lower bound of x and z. Similarly, some nonzero v € G is 
a lower bound of y and z. Again some nonzero w € G is a lower bound of 
u and V. Therefore w is a nonzero lower bound of x and y, as desired. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a generic subset of P and let g be an ele­
ment of G. For every p € P, ^ g < p then p € G. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that for some p 6 P-G, we have g ^  p. 
Since P-G is not a compatibility subset of P, there exists z € G which 
is incompatible with every element of P-G. However, Lemma 3.1 implies that 
g and z hav-t a nonzero lower bound c € G, i.e., c < g and c £ z. Thus, 
c ^  g ^  p and c z implying that z and p have a nonzero lower bound. 
Hence our assumption is false and the Lemma is proved. 
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We recall that a subset D of P is called a dense subset of P if 
and only if for every x € P there exists a nonzero y € D such that y <^x. 
Since every dense subset of P is a compatibility subset of P, we have 
LffTiïïTîa 3.3. Let G be a generic subset of P. Then G has a nonempty 
intersection with every dense subset of P. 
We show below that if a subset G of P satisfies Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, then G is a generic subset of P. To the end we prove that: 
Lenrma 3.4. Let G be a subset of P such that 
Ci) Every two elements of G have a nonzero lower bound in G. . 
Cii) ^ X € G and x ^  y, then y € G. 
(iii) G has a nonempty intersection with every dense subset of P. 
Then G is a generic subset of P. 
Proof. Since from (i) it follows that every two elements of G are 
compatible, it suffices to show that G has a nonempty intersection with 
every compatibility subset G of P. Let D = U sc, where 
x€c 
X = {y j y ^ P and y <_ x for some x € C}. We show that D is a dense 
subset of P. Let p € P. Since C is a compatibility subset of P, 
there exists c € C such that c and p have a nonzero lower bound u, 
i.e., u ^  c and u < p. Clearly, u Ç "c and therefore u g D implies 
that D is a dense subset of P. 
However, by (iii) we have G H D f 0. Let y g G H D. Since y 6 D, 
we see that y € x for some x € C. Thus, y ^  x. But then from (ii) 
it follows that x € G. Hence, x € G fl C and therefore G has a nonempty 
intersection with every compatibility subset of P. 
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Next we prove 
Theorem 3.1. Let (P,£) be a partially ordered set and G a generic 
subset of P. Then for every formula F we have 
||F|| n IpFll = 0 (3.14) 
il^ll U 1|~IF|| is a compatibility subset of P (3.15) 
G n ||F|{ - 0 if and only if G H 1|~[f1|-iê 0 (3.16) 
Proof. From (3.2) it follows that p 4 (||F|| A ||"7F||) for every 
p € P which implies (3.14). 
To prove (3.15) let p € P be such that it is incompatible with every 
element of ||F||. Then p € 11~|P|1 and therefore ||F|| U Hl^ll is a 
compatibility subset of P. 
To prove (3.16) let us assume that Gfl || F|| = 0. From (3.15) and 
(3.13) it follows that G fl 11~If|1 f 0. Conversely, let p € (G H 11~!f11) 
for some p 6 P. Let us assume on the contrary that q € (G Pi HF|| ), for 
some q Ç P. But then by (3.12) we see that p and q are compatible 
which contradicts (3.2). Thus, (3.16) is established. 
•The passage from partial order value ||F|| of formula F to the 
two-valued evaluation j F ] of F is accomplished by 
(F| = 1 if and only if ((F(1 G 9^ 0 (3.17) 
where G is a generic subset of the underlying partial ordered set (P ,^). 
We show below to what extent the tautologies of the two-valued classi­
cal logic are preserved. For instance, we prove 
IFVIFI = 1 (3.18) 
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{FAl Fj = 0. (3.19) 
|F1 = |-1-|F| (3.20) 
|1(E V F) 1 = jlE Al?| (3.21) 
IKE A F) I = 0 implies |~1e V lF| = 0 (3.22) 
1(3x)P(x)1 = 1 if and only if |p(a)1 = 1 for some a G M (3.23) 
1 (Vx)P(x) 1 = 1 implies |P(a)| = 1 for every a € M (3.24) 
By (3.3) we have ||f VH?]! = ||F|| U j] "lF|| . It follows from (3.15), 
(3.13) and (3.17) that |fv~If1 = 1 for every formula F. 
To prove (3.19) we observe that jjF A~If|1 = ||FH fl |{ "iF || f 0 by (3.4) 
and (3.14). Therefore ||F A "LF|| H G = 0. Hence, from (3.17) it follows 
that [F A~1F| = 0, for every formula F. 
To prove (3.20) from (3:17) and (3.16) it follows that 
|f1 =1 if and only if HfH A G f 0 if and only if H lF|| H G = 0 
if and only if H ~I IfH fl G ^ 0 if and only if 11 "1?! = 1. 
The equality (3.21) follows from (3,8) and (3.17). 
To prove (3.22) let \~\e vlF| = 1. Then by (3.17) 
G n ||lE vlF|| f 0. By (3.3) we have H^E vlF|| = || lEjl U ||lF||. 
Then it follows that G D || lE|| ^  0 or G H ^iF^ f 0 which imply that 
G n HeII =0 or G n HfII = 0. Therefore G fl (HeH 0 HfH) = 
G n !!E A FII =0. 
Thus, by (3.16) we have G H |1 "1 (E A F) [j î' 0. Hence, by (3.17) we have 
n (E A F) 1 = 1. 
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To prove (3.23) by (3.17) we have |(3x)P(x)l = 1 if and only if 
llC3x)P(x)l| n G ^ 0. Thus, by (3.5) if and only if (U llP(a)ll) fl G 0. 
a€M 
Therefore if and only if ||P(a) H H G 0 for some a € M. Hence if and 
only if 1P (a)| = 1 for some a € M. 
To prove (3.24) let |(Vx)P(x)| = 1. Then by (3.17) we have 
ll(Vx)P(x)ll n G f 0. Using (3.6) it follows that ( H ||P(a) {| ) H G # 0 
a€M 
which implies that ||P(a) || H G 9^ 0 for every a € M. Hence |P(a)| = 1 
for every a € M. 
We observe that neither the converse of (3.22) nor the converse of 
(3.24) is valid in general. For instance, let P = {p,q,r,s} be defined 
by r _< q and G = {q,r}. Moreover, let ||E|| = {p,q} and ||?|| = {r,q} 
then 1~]E V~]f1 = 0 whereas ^1(E A F)| = 1-
To remedy the situation based on (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) we redefine the 
||E A Fjl and ||(Vx)F|| as given by (3.4) and (3.6) as follows 
Definition 3.2. Let (P,£) be a partially ordered set and E and 
F be formulas. We define 
||E A Fit = ||-1(-|E V-lF)|| (3.25) 
and 
ll(Vx)Fll = 11 "I ((Sx) (IF)) 1! (3.26) 
we observe that 
||E A F|| 2 LLELL n LLFLL (3.27) 
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and 
ll(Vx)Fll 2 nilF(a)ll (3.28) 
a€M 
From (3.25) and (3.26), in view of (3.20) it follows 
|"1(E AF)1 = pE V "IFI (3.29) 
and 
tl (Vx)Fl = |-|((ax)(-|F)| (3.30) 
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4. THE UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIER AND GENERIC SETS 
If (P,^) is a partially ordered set in a model (M,£) for ZF then 
P need not have a generic subset in M. For instance, if (P,<) is the 
set of all finite sequences of w under the relation of extention then 
P cannot have a generic subset. To see this let us assume to the contrary 
that G is a generic subset of P. Clearly G must be a simply ordered 
subset (under the relation of extention) . But obviously P-G is a dense 
subset of P contradicting the fact that P-G must have a nonempty inter­
section with G. 
We show below that a partially ordered set (P,£) has a generic sub­
set if and only if it has a molecule. 
Definition 4.1. A nonzero element m of a partially ordered set 
(P,^) is called a molecule (of P) if and only if every two elements 
of P which are compatible with m are themselves compatible. 
We observe that the above definition is equivalent to the definition 
given in [9j. Hence m is a molecule of (P,<) if and only if every two 
nonzero elements which are less than or equal to m are compatible. 
Theorem 4.1. A partially ordered set (P>^) has a generic subset 
G if and only if P has a molecule m such that m € G. 
Proof. Let m be a molecule of (P,^). Consider the set G 
defined by 
G = {x 1 X € P and x is compatible with m} (4.1) 
we claim that G is a generic subset of (P ,£). Indeed if x € G and 
y € G then by (4.1) and Definition 4.1 it follows that x and y are 
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compatible. Moreover, if C is a compatibility subset of P then by 
(4.1) it follows that x € C and x € G for some x € P. 
To prove the converse let us assume on the contrary that no element 
of G is a molecule. Hence for every x € G there exists y € P and 
z € P such that y <. x and :z <. x and y Ç P-G or z 6 P-G. But this 
implies that P-G is a dense subset of P contradicting the fact that 
(P-G) n G = 0. 
Let us call the set G given by (4.1) as "the generic set G gener­
ated by m". 
We prove below that every generic set is generated by a molecule. 
Theorem 4.2. Let m be a molecule of a generic set G of a par­
tially ordered set (P,<^). Then G is generated by m, i.e., 
G = {x I X € P and x is compatible with m}. 
Proof. Clearly the left side of the above equality is a subset of 
the right side since if m € G and x € G then x is compatible with m. 
To prove the converse let us assume on the contrary that there exists 
y g P and that y is compatible with m and y ^ G. Thus, there exists 
a nonzero z ç (P-G) such that z m and z £ y. Let t € G. Since 
t is compatible with m there exists a nonzero v ê G such that v ^  t 
and V m. Since m is a molecule v and z have a nonzero lower bound 
w g (P-G). Obviously w ^  t. But then P-G is a dense subset of P 
contradicting that G is a generic subset of P, 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.2 shows the analogy between an atom of a 
Boolean ring and a molecule of a partially ordered set and the analogy 
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between a principal ultrafilter (generated by an atom [10], [11]) of a 
Boolean ring and a generic set (generated by a molecule) of a partially 
ordered set. Even more significantly, the analogy between a complete 
ultrafilter of a Boolean ring and a generic set of a partially ordered set. 
Remark 4.2. Although a generic subset G of a partially ordered 
set P is analogous to a complete ultrafilter of a Boolean ring, G need 
not be a complete subset of P (i.e., every subset of G need not have 
an infimum in G). Nevertheless, for every subset S of G there is an 
element (namely a molecule) of G t^ich is compatible with every element 
of S. 
Based on the Definition 3.2 we prove the following lemma whi-h 
establishes the converses of (3.22) and (3.24). 
L'Emma 4.1. With respect to every generic set G of a partially 
ordered set (P,^) and for every formula E and F we have; 
jE A f1 = 1 if and only if jE| = 1 and |f| = 1 C4.2) 
|(¥X)F[ =1 if and only if |F(a)| = 1 for every a ^ M C4.3) 
Proof. To prove (4.2) we observe that it follows from (3.17), (3.25), 
(3.16), (3.3) that |E A F| = 1 if and only if ||E A F|| A G ^ 0 if and 
only if |1"1(~1E V ~1F) |) A G # 0 if and only if jpE V~lFjj D G = 0 if and 
only if (InEji U j|~jFjj) n G = 0 if and only if ||"lE|i (1 G = 0 and 
lllFll n G = 0 if and only if ||E|| H G f 0 and ||FH A G 0 if and 
only if |E1 = 1 and |F| = 1. 
To prove (4.3) we observe that it follows from (3.17), (3.26), (3.16) 
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(3.5) that I (Vx)F| = 1 if and only if H (VX)pII H G f 0 if and only if 
111(3%) (IF) II n G = 0 if and only if ||(ax)(-|F) |t H G 0 if and only 
if ( U lllFCa) II n G = 0 if and only if l|~iF(a) H 0 6 = 0 for every 
a©! 
a € M if and only if ||F(a) |1 H G ^ 0 for every a € M if and only if 
|F(a)| = 1 for every a € M. 
Many significant partially ordered sets do not have molecules and 
therefore do not have generic subsets. However, as shown later in those 
cases, D-generic sets are used which are defined by 
Definition 4.2. Let a denumerable set D of dense subsets of a 
partially ordered set (P»^) be given. A subset G 2É ^ is called 
D-generic if and only if G satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4 and has a 
nonempty intersection with every element of D. 
Next we prove 
LPTnma 4.2. Let D be a denumerable set of dense subsets of a par­
tially ordered set (P,<^). Let p be a nonzero element of P. Then 
there exists a D-generic subset G such that p € G. 
Proof. Let us consider the simply ordered set (or complete sequence in 
the sense of [5]). 
p 1 *0 1 *2 2 a, > ... 
with d^ € D^ € D for every i € o). Obviously, 
G = {x 1 X € P and x > p or x > d. for some d. € D.} I _ *• — 1 11
is the desired generic set. 
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Remark 4.3. Let us observe that in Lemma 4.1 the proof that |E| =1 
and |F] =1 imply |E A F| = 1 is based on the fact that every two 
elements of a generic set are compatible and no use is made of the fact 
that a generic set has a nonempty intersection with every dense subset. 
On the other hand, however, the proof that |EA F| = 1 implies |E| =1 
and |F| =1 uses the fact that a generic set has a nonempty intersection 
with every dense subset (e.g. ||E V ~IF|| ). 
Remark 4.4. Since for model-theoretical purposes we need that Lemma 
4.1 be valid it must be the case that in every model for every formula E 
the set HE V ~lEj| exists. Thus, it must be the case that 1|E V —jE]] 
is constructible through the axioms of ZF. This would be the case pro­
vided ||a € bll is ZF-definable. Consequently, Lemma 4.1 is valid with 
respect to D-generic sets provided D is the set of all dense subsets of 
the partially ordered set under consideration. But then by Lemma 4.2 we 
must consider the minimal ZF-model to ensure the existence of a D-generic 
set. 
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5. P-LATTICE ALGEBRAS AND RELATED TOPOLOGIES 
Motivated by our definition of V, A as given in (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.26) and based on the notion of compatibility and order, we introduce and 
study various algebras (L, V, and related topologies where L is the 
power set of a partially ordered set (P,;<). 
Algebra L^. Let L^ be the power set of a partially ordered set 
(P,£). For every element A and B of L^ let 
A A B = {p|p € P and p is compatible with some x € A and some y € b} 
(5.1) 
A V B = A U B U (A A B) (5.2) 
A - B = {pjp€ A and p is incompatible with every element of B} (5.3) 
- B = {pip S P and p is incompatible with every element of B} (5.4) 
We observe that L^ is associative neither with respect to ^ nor 
with respect to V. For example P = {a,b,c,d,e} such that c < a, 
e < d, c < d, e < b. Let A = {a} and B = {b}. Then e € (A A A)  ^ B 
but e A A (A A B). Also we observe that V is not distributive with 
respect to A and A is not distributive with respect to V. We observe 
also that —B 3 B. 
Algebra L^. Let be the power set of a partially ordered set 
(P,j<). For every element A and B of L^ let 
A AB = {p|p € P and p is a lower bound of some x € A and some y € b} 
(5.5) 
A V B = A U B U  ( A  A  B )  ( 5 . 6 )  
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A - B = {pip €A and p is incomparable with every element of B} (5.7) 
- B = {pjp ^ P and p is incomparable with every element of B} (5.8) 
Let us denote -B by B' and let us call it Lg-complement of B. 
We observe that V and A are associative and commutative. 
We observe that A is not distributive with respect to V. For 
e xamp l e let P = {a,b,c,y} such that y < a, y < c. Then y 6 A a (B v C) 
but y ^ (A A B) V (B A C) where A = {a}, B = {b}, C = {c}. Also we 
observe that V is not distributive with respect to A. 
Now we define Lg-closure A of A as follows 
A = {p|p € P and p is an upper bound or a lower bound of x for some 
X € A} • (5.9) 
We observe that L^-closure operation satisfies the Kuratowski's 
closure axioms (12, p. 25] 
A c A 
A = A 
(5.10) 
=  Â  U B  
0 = 0 
Algebra L. Let L be the power set of a partially ordered set 
(P, 5^). For every element A of L let 
A = {p |p f P and p is an upper bound of some xf A} (5.11) 
We observe that the L-closure operation satisfies Kuratouski's 
closure axioms (5.10). Thus P becomes a topological space where an 
element A of L is defined to be closed if and only if A = A. We 
consider the complete Boolean algebra of all regular open sets of this 
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L-topology. 
A fundamental example of a partially ordered set. Let (u. be 
the partially ordered set of the nonnegative integers where m^n if 
and only if n is an initial segment of m and we consider the 
L-topology on (u, <) denoted by (L,u, <). Let (B,C ) be the 
complete Boolean algebra of all regular open sets of (L,w, <). We 
show that the Boolean algebra (B,c) has no atoms. First we prove a 
lemma 
Lprmna 5.1. Let p ë w. Then the ideal I(p) generated by p is 
a regular open set in (L,w, <). 
Proof. Since I(p) = {x|x fu and x^p}, we observe that 
I(p) = I(p) U {x|xÇU and p<x} by (5.11) and the definition of 
< . Thus I(p) ^  = {x|x f w and x is incomparable with p} and again 
by (5.11) and -definition of < we have 
I(p) ^  = {x|x€(o and (p<x or x incomparable with p)} 
Therefore I(p) ^  '^= {xjxÇoi and x<p} = I(p). Hence, I(p) is a 
regular open set, as desired, 
Lrnnrna 5.2. The Boolean algebra (B,c) has no atoms. 
Proof. Let A be a regular open set of (L,w,< ). Assume on the 
contrary that A is an atom of (S,C). Since A is a regular open 
set it has more than one element. Let p and q be two distinct 
elements of A and let p^q. Consider I(q)n A. Clearly the latter 
is a regular open set of (L,w»< ) and it is a nonempty proper subset 
of A. This contradicts our assumption that A is an atom. Hence the 
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lemma is proved. 
In a Boolean algebra ( cf. [13] to [16]) every complete ultrafilter 
must be principal and therefore the (complete) Boolean algebra (B,C) 
has no complete ultrafilter. However, (B,C) as well as any Boolean 
algebra [17] has a D-complete ultrafilter in the following sense. Let 
D = be a denumerable set of subsets of B such that 
d^ = gib for i = 0,1,2 Then an ultrafilter U in (B, C ) 
is called D-complete if and only if 
implies d^€U for every i gw (5.12) 
We observe that every nonincreasing sequence of nonzero elements 
such as 
Srt > s- > s« > ... > s > ... > 0 (5.13) (J— X—' Z — — R —" 
can be embedded in an ultrafilter. This is because the multiplicative 
system generated by s^'s excludes 0. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (B,_<) be a Boolean algebra and u a nonzero 
element of B. Let be a (denumerable) sequence of subsets 
of B such that gib = d^ for every i €w. Then there exists an 
ultrafilter U o^ B such that n € U and 
e U implies d_ € U for every i 6 w (5.14) 
Proof. For every i € w let us define 
= {x|x € B and (0 < x £ d^ or 0 < x < y' for some y Ç (5.15) 
We show that if U is an ultrafilter of B and U fl f (|) then 
D_. C U implies d_. fU for every i Ç u (5.16) 
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Let p <: (U ns^). Then p € implies 0 < p < or 0 < p < y' 
for some y€D.. If 0 < p < d. we have d. 6 U and D. C U. If 
1  — 1  x  1 —  
0 < p ^ y' for some y SDL we have y' 6 U and y ^ U, and 
therefore ^ U. Hence (5.18) is proved. 
Next we show that 
lub = 1 for every i € O) (5.17) 
Clearly 1 is an upper bound of S^. Let s be an upper bound of S^. 
Then from (5.15) it follows that d^ < s and y' ^  s which implies 
s' ^  y for all y < 1 in D^. Therefore s' is a lower bound of 
and consequently s' 1. Then s' ^  ® which implies s = 1. 
Thus (5.17) is established. 
Now we show that given by (5.15) is a dense subset of B for 
every i € o). Let b be a nonzero element of B. Then by (5.17) it 
follows that b lub S. = lub{bx|x €S.}. Hence bx £ b for every 
X € S^. Obviously bx^ 4 0 for some x^^ € since otherwise b = 0. 
But then bx^^ £ x^^ implies that is dense. 
Since is dense for every i € w we see that there exists a 
sequence 
0 < * * " < s  < * - * < s ,  < s « < u  
— n —  — 1 — 0 —  
with s^ 6 for every i € O). Let U be an ultrafilter generated 
by {u, SQ, S^, ..., s^, • • •} . But then (5.14) follows from (5.16). 
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6. MARTIN'S AXIOM AND k-INDUCIVE PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
The existence of a D-generic subset G of a partially ordered 
set (P,^) where D is a denumerable set of dense subsets of P can 
be proved in ZFC, If the cardinality of D is nondenumerable the ex­
istence of a D-generic set cannot be proved in ZFC. For instance, 
according to Theorem.4.1 (page 20) if P has no molecule then P has 
no D-generic subset where D is the set of all dense subsets of P. 
= *o 
In fact in this case D ^  2 as shown in [18], However, if D is not 
the set of all dense subsets of a nonmolecular partially ordered set P 
then the existence of D-generic subset of P is consistent with ZFC 
provided both P and D satisfy certain conditions. These conditions 
are expressed, for instance, in Martin's axiom MA given in [19] to [26]. 
MA. Let (E,<) be a partially ordered set satisfying c.a.c and 
= *o 
let D be a set of dense subsets of P such that D. < 2 • Then P 
has a^ D-generic subset. 
One of the reasons that in the above c.a.c. is imposed on a partial­
ly ordered set is that the generic models M[G] with respect to these 
partially ordered sets preserve the cardinals of M as shown in [25]. 
Based on this fact it is possible to prove the consistency of ZFC + 
(-»CH) + MA (since the proof of the above (so far) is given in generic 
models M[G] as shown in [27, p. 239]). 
«0 
We observe that in Martin's axiom the condition k<2 cannot be 
dropped because this would imply that the Lebesgue measure of the real 
line is zero [23]. 
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Martin's axiom in the setting of Boolean algebras runs as follows. 
MA. Let (B, _<) be a Boolean algebra satisfying c.a.c. and u 
Kg 
be a nonzero element in B. Let where k < 2 be a set of 
subsets of B such that gib = d^ for every i e k. Then there 
exists an ultrafilter U of^ B such that u £ U and 
implies dL £ U for every i (6.1) 
Proof. As in the case of Theorem 5.1, for every i e k based on 
we define which is a dense subset of (B,^). By MA there 
exists a D-generic subset G of B. But then clearly any ultrafilter 
U which extends G satisfies (6.1). 
We establish the equivalence of the two versions of MA by showing 
that the existence of D-generic ultrafilters in Boolean algebras is 
equivalent to the existence of D-complete ultrafilters in Boolean alge­
bras. However, first we prove 
Lemma 6.1. Let be a dense subset of a Boolean algebra. Then 
lub = 1 (6.2) 
Proof. We show that 1 is the only upper bound of D^. Indeed, 
let u be an upper bound of such that u # 1. Then u+1 ^  0 and 
since is dense, there exists d^ e such that d^(u+l) = d^ ^  0 
which implies, d^u = d^ = 0 contradicting that d^ f 0. Thus, u = 1, 
as claimed. 
Lemma 6.2. Let (B,£) be a Boolean algebra which has a D-complete 
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ultrafilter. Then (B,£) has an H-generic ultrafilter for every set 
H of dense subsets of B, where H = D. 
Proof. Let H = {H^|i e H} where is a dense subset of B 
for every i e H. Let us consider D = {D^|i e H} where 
= {x'|x e H^} for every i e H. Obviously gib = 0 for every 
i e H. Since (B,£) has a D-complete ultrafilter.there exist an ultra­
filter U such that U for every i e H = D. But then EL H U ^ 0 
for every i e H = D. Thus U is an H-generic ultrafilter. 
Lemma 6.3. Let (B,^) be a Boolean algebra which has an H-generic 
ultrafilter. Then (B,^) has a D-complete ultrafilter for every set 
D of subsets of B, where D = H. 
Proof. Let D = {Eu|i e D} where D^ is a subset of B for . 
every i e D and let gib = d^ for every i e D. Now let us con­
sider H = {H.|i e D} where H. = {x e BIO < X < d. or 0 < x < y' 
1 ' 1 ' — 1 — — 
for some y e D^} for every i e D. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
every H^ is a dense subset of B. Since B has an H-generic ultra-
filter, there exists an ultrafilter U such that U H HL ^ 0, for every 
i e D = H. Let p^ e UH H^ for every i e H = D. Since p^ e H^, we 
have 0 < p^^ ^ d^ or 0 < p^ £ y', for some y e D^. In either case 
(as in the proof of Theorem 5.1) we have 
D.c u implies d. e U 1 — 1 
which shows that U is a D-complete ultrafilter in B. 
Obviously, the notion of a D-complete ultrafilter is distinct from 
that of a k—complete ultrafilter (where k is a cardinal) as in [28, p.111]. 
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We observe that Martin's axiom in the setting of a Boolean algebra 
B with respect to a denumerable set {d^ | 1 E w} is valid without re­
quiring that B satisfies c.a.c. Motivated by this we would like to 
examine the question of the existence of a D-complete generic subset of 
a partially ordered set In this connection we first establish 
the existence of such a generic set for the case where is finite for 
every i e co. 
Lemma 6.4. Let E be a finite subset of a partially ordered set 
(P,_<) and e = gib E. Then 
D = {xjxEP and 0<x<e or (0<x and x is incompatible with some ySE)} 
(6.3) 
is a dense subset of P. 
Proof. Let p > 0 be an element of P. We show that there exists 
X E D such that x ^  p. We consider two cases: 
Case i. p is compatible with e or p is incompatible with some ele­
ment y of E. Then clearly by (6.3) there exists x ED such x 
Case 2. p is incompatible with e and p is compatible with every ele­
ment of E. We must show that 
(3x) (0 < X < p and x is incompatible with some y E E) 
Assume on the contrary 
(Vx) (x ^  0 or X ^  p or X is compatible with every element y E E) 
Since the first two members of the above disjunction are never valid (be­
cause P is a nontfivial partially ordered set) it follows that 
(Vx)(x is compatible with every y £ E) (6.4) 
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Let E = {yj^»y2»'• • From (6.4) it follows that p is compati­
ble with y^. Then there exists r^ > 0 such that 
r^ < p and ^y^ 
Similarly from (6.4) it follows that r^ is compatible with yg. Then 
for some r^ we have 
0 < ^2 < y2 and r^ < r^ < y^ 
And in general 
0 < r ^ < y ^  a n d  r ^ l ^ i  
Clearly r is a lower bound of E and then r < e and r < p con-
n n — n — 
tradicting the incompatibility of e and p. Hence our assumption is 
false and D is a dense subset of P. 
Remark 6.1. We observe that the conclusion of Lemma 6.4 does not 
apply to the case where E is infinte. We give the following example: 
Example. Let (P»^) be a partially ordered set where 
P = {0,-1,-2,...ye,P,P^,P2»'.'}» e is the greatest lower bound of 
{0,-1,-2,...} which is taken in its natural order, p^ < p^ with 
3 < i, p^ < -i for every i E w and p^'s are incompatible with e. 





Let E = {0,-1,-2,...}. Clearly e = gib E and by (6.3) it follows that 
D = {e}. Then D = {e} is not a dense subset of P since there is no 
X £ P such that x <_ and x ^  e. 
Lptnma 6.5. Let (P,^) be a partially ordered set with no infinite 
descending chain. Let E be an infinite subset of P and e = gib E. 
Then 
D = {x|x£P and 0<x<e or (0<x and x is incompatible with some yeE)} 
is a dense subset of P. 
Proof. Let p > 0 be an element of P. We show that there exists 
X £ D such that x ^  p. We consider two cases: 
Case 1. p is incompatible with e or p is incompatibe with some element 
yeE. Then clearly there exists x e D such that x p. 
Case 2. p is incompatible with e and p is compatible with every ele­
ment y £ E. We must show that 
(3x)(0 < X < p and x is incompatible with some yeE) 
Assume on the contrary that 
(Vx) (x £ 0 or X ^  p or x compatible with every yeE) 
Since the two first members of the above disjunction is never valid in a 
nontrivial partially ordered set it follows that 
(Yx)(x is compatible with every yeE) (6.5) 
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From (6.5) it follows that p is compatible with all y £ E. Then there 
must exist an element r^ such that 0 < r^ < p because otherwise p 
would be a lower bound of E. Contradicting that p and e are incom­
patible. Moreover, r^ is incompatible with e since p and e are 
incompatible. Again there must exist s P such that 0 < < r^ and 
rg is incompatible with e. Since there is no infinite descending chain 
there must exist 0 < r such that no nonzero element of P is less than 
n 
r^. Clearly r^ < y for every y e E because otherwise there would 
exist 0 < r J, < r such that r ,, < y for some y e E (since r is 
n+i n n+i — n 
compatible with every element y of E). Consequently, r^ is a nonzero 
lower bound of E and we have r^ £ e and r^ < p contradicting that p 
and e are incompatible. Hence our assumption is false and D is a 
dense subset of P. 
Following Lemma 6.5 (however, with less restrictions imposed on P) 
we prove below the existence of a dense set D in a partially ordered 
set (P,^) in connection with a subset E of P. . 
Lemma 6.6. Let E be a subset of a partially ordered set (P,<^) 
in which every inversely well-ordered subset of cardinality less than or 
equal to E of nonzero elements of P has a nonzero lower bound. Let 
e = gib E. Then 
D = {x|xeP and 0<x<e o£ (0<x and x is incompatible with some yeE)} 
is a dense subset of P. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.5 we consider two cases. Case 1 
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can be disposed in a manner similar to the above and for case 2 we again 
assume on the contrary and therefore. 
(Vx)(x is compatible with every y e E) , (6.6) 
Let us consider a well ordering (y^jy^,y2,...) of E by E. Also 
by axiom of choice we consider a choice function for the set whose elements 
are nonzero lower bounds of some subsets of P. Let G be the composite 
function assigning to every subset of P (which has a nonzero lower bound) 
a unique nonzero lower bound. 
For every ordinal k e E we define an inversely well-ordered subset 
of P as follows 
Wq = {p} • (6.7) 
W = W U G(w U {y }) (6.8) 
u+1 u u u 
W = U W If v is a limit ordinal (6.9) 
^ u<v ^ 
To justify (6.8) must prove that U {y^} has a nonzero lower 
bound. Since is an inversely well-ordered subset of P (with non­
zero elements) it has a nonzero lower bound and therefore G(W^) exists. 
From (6.6) it follows that G(W^) is compatible with y^ and therefore 
W U {y } has a nonzero lower bound» as desired. 
u u 
Clearly |JI_ W, is an inversely well-ordered subset of P of cardi-
k<E 
nality £E (with nonzero elements). Let g = G(1J^W,). Obviously, 
k<E 
0 < g £ p and g is a lower bound of E since for every y^ £ E there 
exists an element of W ,, which is less than or equal to y . Thus 
u+l u 
0 < g ^  e and 0 < g £ p which contradict the incompatibility of p and 
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e. Hence our assumption is false and D is a dense subset of P. 
Remark- 6.2. We observe that in Lemma 6.5 the partially ordered set 
(P,^) was subject to the restriction of not having infinite descending 
chains. In Lemma 6.6 this restriction was lessened by subjecting (Pj£) 
to having nonzero lower bounds for inversely well-ordered subsets of P 
with nonzero elements. However, in the sequel. Lemma 6.6 will be used 
in connection with a partially ordered set which will be less restrictive 
than that mentioned in Lemma 6.5 and slightly more restrictive than that 
mentioned in Lemma 6.6. 
Based on the above we prove a theorem analogous to the generalized 
Rasiowa-Sirkowski's theorem (Theorem 5.1) for partially orderd sets. 
Theorem 6.1. Let p be a nonzero element of a partially orderd set 
(P,^) in which every inversely well-ordered subset of nonzero elements 
has a nonzero lower bound. Let E = (E^^)where k is a cardinal 
number, be a set of subsets E^^ £f P such that gib E^ = e^ for every 
i £ k. Then there exists an E-complete filter G of P ' such that p £ G 
and 
Ej^ 2 G implies e^ £ G for every i £ k (6.10) 
Proof. For every i £ k let us de£ine 
= {x|x£P and 0<x^^ or (0<x and x incompatible with some y£E^)} 
Since every inversely well-ordered subset of nonzero elements of P has a 
nonzero lower bound by reasoning analogous to that in the proof of Lemma 
6.6 we see that is a dense subset of P for every i £ k. 
We show that if G is a filter of P and G H ^ $ then 
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ç G implies e G for every i £ k . (6.11) 
Let g £ (G n D^). Then g E implies 0<g£e^ or 0<g and 
g is incompatible with some y e E. If 0 < g ^  then e^ £ G and 
E^ c G since G is a filter. If 0 < g and g is incompatible with 
some y £ E^ then that y cannot be an element of G (since G is a 
filter and every two elements of G are compatible). Thus E^^ G and 
(6.11) is proved. 
By virtue of the axiom of choice let us consider a well-ordering W 
of P. 
Since for every i e  k the set is dense, based on W we define 
the following inversely well-ordered subset of P 
dp £ DQ and dg is W-first element of DQ such that d^ ^  p, 
d ,,  e  D ,, and d ., is W-first element of D . such that 
ufl u+1 u+1 u+i 
•^u+I - "^u' 
and for every limit ordinal v, we define 
d £ D and d is W-first element of D such that d < W-first V V V V V — 
element of the set of all nonzero lower bounds of {d^ | j < v} which is 
an inversely well-ordered subset of nonzero elements of P. 
Clearly, the filter G generated by {d^ | i e  k} is the desired 
E-complete filter of P. 
Lemma 6.7. Let (P,^) be a nonempty partially ordered set in which 
every inversely well-ordered subset of nonzero elements has a nonzero 
lower bound. Then (P,<) has a molecule. 
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Proof. By Zorn's lemma (P,^) has a maximal inversely well-ordered 
subset M. Let m be the nonzero lower bound of M. Clearly m is a 
molecule according to Definition 4.1. 
Remark 6.3. In Theorem 6.1 we assumed that in the partially ordered 
set (Pj^) every inversely well-ordered subset of nonzero elements has a 
nonzero lower bound. Then by Lemma 6.7 we see that (P,£) has a molecule 
and therefore from theorem 4.1 it follows that (P,£) has a generic 
subset G. Clearly G has a nonempty intersection with every dense 
subset of P and therefore G has a nonempty intersection with for 
every i e k (as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 6.1) from which (6.10) 
follows giving an alternative proof of theorem 6.1. 
Remark 6.4. Since many interesting partially ordered sets (especially 
the ones used in Forcing) have no molecules we prove below a theorem 
ensuring the existence of an E-complete filter in such partially ordered 
sets. 
Theorem 6.2. Let k be a cardinal and p be a nonzero element of 
a partially ordered set (Pj<) in which every inversely well-ordered sub­
set of cardinality less than k has a nonzero lower bound. Let 
E = (E.). , be a set of subsets E. of P such that gib E. = e. and 
I'lek 1 — ° 1 1 
let E^ < k for every i e k. Then there exists an E-complete filter G 
of P such that p e G and 
E^ Ç G implies e^ e G for every i e k. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, for every i £ k we define 
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= {xjxeP and 0 < x < or (0 < x and x is incompatible with 
some y e E^)} (6.12) 
By Lemma 6.6 we see that D^, for every i e k is a dense subset of P. 
But then the proof of the theorem can be given following the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
We may summarize our preceding results as: 
Corollary 6.1. Let k be a cardinal and p a nonzero element of a 
partially ordered set (P,£) in which every inversely well-ordered sub-
set of cardinality less than k has a nonzero lower bound. Let 
E = be a set of subsets of P such that gib = e^ and 
Ej^ < k for every i £ k and let D = where is given by 
(6.12). Then there exists an E-complete D-generic subset G of P such 
that p G G. 
In closing this section we observe that although the partially 
ordered set (P,£) of our Example on page 34 satisfies c.a.c., neverthe­
less D constructed as in (6.12) which corresponds to 
E = {0, -1, -2, ...} and gib E = e is not a dense subset of (P,£). 
However, since Martin's axiom heavily relies on c.a.c. we investigate in 
the next section partially ordered set satisfying c.a.c. and having 
E-complete and D-generic subsets. 
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7. PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS SATISFYING COUNTABLE 
ANTICHAIN CONDITION 
The existence of a D-generic subset in a partially ordered set (P»_<) 
satisfying c.a.c. (i.e. countable antichain condition) according to which 
every subset of P consisting of pairwise incompatible elements is count­
able has many set-theoretical and measure-theoretical consequences [29]. 
We recall that every nondenumerable set S of real numbers has at 
least one condensation point belong to S (this is because of the second 
countability of real numbers). Thus the set S has S-many condensation 
points belonging to S. Consequently the set of all condensation points 
of a subset E of real numbers is either empty or a nonepty perfect set 
and therefore of the power of the continuum. 
From the above it follows that every nondenumerable closed subset of 
real numbers is of the power of the continuum. 
In this connection we prove 
Lpirma 7,1. Let S be a subset of the real unit interval [0, I] 
such that ([0, 1] - S) has (Lebesgue) outer measure less than 1. Then 
S is of the power of the continuum. 
Proof. Clearly .10, 1] - S can be covered with an open set G of 
total length less than 1. But then [0, 1] - G is a closed set of 
positive measure and thus nondenumerable. Therefore [0, 1] - G is of 
the power of the continuum. Since ([0, 1] - G) C S, S is of the power 
of the continuum. 
Corollary 7.1. Every set of real numbers of positive measure is of 
the power of the continuum. 
In contrast to Corollary 7.1. there are models of ZF in which there 
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are subsets of reals of positive outer measure [e.g. the set of all con­
structible real numbers which is of the power which are of the power 
less than the continuum [19]. 
Again we observe that the union of continuumly many sets of measure 
zero need not be of measure zero. On the other hand under the assumptions 
of Martin's axiom [21] it can be shown that the union of less than con­
tinuumly many sets of measure zero is of measure zero. 
We show below by two examples that the cardinality assumption as well 
as the c.a.c. assumption in Martin's axiom (see pages 30 and 31) cannot 
be dropped. 
Example 7.1. Let (B,_<) be the Boolean algebra of all the subsets 
of (jj, where £ is the set-theoretical inclusion. Clearly, B satisifies 
c.a.c. (since in every pairwise disjoint family of subsets of w each 
subset has a distinct first element). Let A be the set of all single­
tons (atoms) of B. 
For every subset i of atoms we define 
=. {x i x € i V (x = y' with (y ^  i))} 
Clearly, gib = 0 for every i ç P(A). 
Thus, (B,£) satisfies c.a.c. however, D = {D^ | i g P(A)} is of 
power of the continuum (contrary to the cardinality assumption in Martin's 
axiom). We show that (B,<^) has no D-complete ultrafilter. 
Indeed, let U be an ultrafilter of B and i = A H U. Then 
obviously c U since U is an ultrafilter. But gib = 0 ^  U 
implying that U cannot be a D-complete ultrafilter. 
Another example for the above case is that as shown in [30] and [31] 
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as a result of Martin's axiom the union of k < 2 ^  many sets of measure 
N 
zero is of measure zero. Clearly, k 9^ 2 . Otherwise the entire real 
line will be of measure zero. 
Next we show that in Martin's axiom the c.a.c. assunqjtion cannot be 
dropped. However, first we prove two lemmas the first of which is essen­
tially due to [32]. 
Lemma 7.2. There exists an w ^ tOj matrix whose entries are 
subsets of Uj-U) and whose rows as well as columns consist of pairwise 
disjoint sets such that for every u < the union U of sets 
appearing in the column is given by 
C = a),-co if u < w 
(7.1) 
= Wj, - (u+1) u 2 w 
Proof. Let us consider an (w^-w) by table such that for every 
V < (w^-w) the v-th row is a (of infinitely many) well-ordering of w of 
type V and let b be the entry in the table in the v-th row and 
- v,u 
u-th column. Then let us consider an u) by co, matrix where a 1 m,u 
entry is defined by 
a = {w I w € (cu, -w) A (am) (m = b )} (7.2) 
m,u ' i wu 
Let 
" {^m,u ! ® ^ (7-3) 
Thus, it can be readily verified that as given in (7.3) satifies 
(7.1) and that a 0 a , = é for every u 5^ k and a . H a =6 
m,u m,k ^ •' m,p n,u ^ 
for every m ^ n. 
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'Lprrma 7.3. Martin's axiom is equivalent to the following statement 
Let be a Boolean algebra satisfying c.a.c. and let E = 
1^ 
with k < 2 be a set of subsets of B such that sup E^ = 1 for 
every ië k. Then there exists a filter G of B such that G H EL f ç 
for every i € k. 
Proof. Let = {x|x€BAx_<y for some y € E^} for every 
i € k. It can be readily verified that is a dense subset of B for 
every i Ç k. But then the conclusion of the statement in Lemma 7.3 fol­
lows from Martin's axiom. Conversely, since in B every dense subset 
has 1 as it superemum, Martin's axiom follows immediately from the state­
ment in Lemma 7.3. 
Now we are ready to construct our second example. 
Example 7.2. Let us introduce an equivalence relation E on the 
power set PCw^-w) of given by 
A = B if and only if A © B < (7.4) 
Let us define addition and multiplication in the set of all equiva­
lence classes of E by 
[A] + [B] = [A © B] 
(7.5) 
[A] . [B] = [An B3 
Since (P(a)j^-a)), ©, ri) is a Boolean algebra, it is easily seen that 
B = {[x] I X g P((Oj^-(jj)} » where [x] is an equivalence class of E is a 
Boolean algebra with respect to + and • defined by (7.5). 
From (7.2) it follows that [a^ is an element of S for every 
m Ç (0 and u g 
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Now we consider an uxu), matrix A whose entries are [a ] with 1 111»U 
m s w and u € which are elements of the Boolean algebra 8. Then 
for every u < u, , every C = {[a ] ! m € to} is a subset of B. More-i u m»u 
over, from (7.1) it follows that sup = 1 for every u € Further­
more, from (7.2) we drive that 8 does not satisfy c.a.c. since each row of 
the matrix A consists of pairwise incompatible elements of B (each 
row of the matrix in Lemma 7.2. consists of pairwise disjoint subsets 
«0 
of w^-co). Since < 2 we see, in view of Lemma 7.3, that the condi­
tions of Martin's axiom except the c.a.c. assumption are satisfied. We 
show that because of the failure of c.a.c. there is no filter intersec­
ting for every u € Assume on the contrary that there is a 
filter U such that U H f # for every u € Since in every column 
of the matrix A there must exist some element in common with U and 
since the number of columns is greater than the number of rows Ng, 
there exists m € o) such that the m-th row contains at least two elements 
[a ] and [a ] of U. But 
H»" sijV 
[ a  ]  "  [ a  ] = [ a  H a  ] =  [ t f a ]  =  0  €  u  c o n t r a d i c t i n g  t h a t  U  i s  
m,u m,v m,u m,v ^ 
a filter. 
For another result which is implied by Martin's axiom we prove the 
following which considerably improves the proof appearing in [33]. 
Lemma 7.4. There exists a set of 2 ^  pairwise almost disjoint 
(i.e., pairwise having finitely many elements in common) subsets of co. 
Proof. Consider the set of all dyadic sequences starting with 1. 
Associate with each such sequence s the set of all initial segments 
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of s. Clearly the set of all 1^ has the desired property. 
We also need the following examples of partially ordered sets satisfy­
ing c.a.c. 
LpTTima 7.4. The partially ordered set (P,<) of all finite functions 
(under functional extension) from a set A into a finite subset B satis­
fies c.a.c. condition. 
Proof. Let E be a set of pairwise incompatible elements of P. We 
partition E into subsets with each having 1, 2, 3, . . . elements. By 
direct counting it can be shown that each partition has finitely many ele­
ments. For instance the partition of one element has B elements. But 
then obviously E is countable. 
Lemma 7.5. The partially ordered set of all functions (under func­
tional extension) from subsets of w into {0,1} with finitely many I's 
*0 in their range is of cardinality 2 and satisfies c.a.c. 
Proof. Let E be a set of pairwise incompatible elements of P. 
Because of pairwise incompatibility every element f of E can be 
identified with a finite subset of w (i.e., the subset of the domain of 
f consisting of elements x such that f(x) = 1). But then since w 
has countably many subsets we see that E is countable as desired. 
We give below a modified proof of the following 
k ^0 
Theorem 7.1. Martin's axiom implies that 2 =2 for every 
"o i i 
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0 k 
Proof. Clearly, 2 < 2 . Therefore, it remains to show that 
k ^0 
2 ^ 2  .  I n  o t h e r  w o r d s  w e  m u s t  e s t a b l i s h  a .  o n e - t o - o n e  m a p p i n g  f r o m  t h e  
power set of a set K of cardinality k into the power set of w. 
Based on Lemma 7.3 we choose a set of k-many dyadic sequences 
starting with 1, say 
{10000000..., 10100000..., 101010000..., .  .  . ,  1010101010..., .  .  .} 
and for K we choose a set whose elements are the initial segments of the 
above set. 
K = {{1 ,10,100, . . . } ,  {1 ,10,101,1010, . . . } ,  {1 ,10,101,1010,10101, . . . } ,  
. . . ,  {1 ,10,101,1010,10101,101010, . . . } ,  .  .  . }  
Clearly, K is a set of subsets of w of k-many pairwise almost 
disjoint sets. To establish the above-mentioned one-to-one mapping it is 
enough to associate with every subset of K a unique subset of w (which in 
our case would be a set of dyadic integers starting with 1). 
Let X be a subset of K we must assign to it a unique subset F(X) 
of w such that if Z is a subset of K and if X ^ Z then F(X) # F(Z). 
If X is finite we could assign to X the union of its elements. 
Because in this case if x # X and x e K the set of all elements of the 
elements of X would not contain all the elements of x (due to the fact 
that the elements of K are pairwise almost disjoint). 
However, if X is infinite we could not assign to X the union of 
its elements. For instance let X be the set of the first infinitely 
many elements of K given above and let x e K and x ^  X be the set of 
all initial segments of the alternating dyadic sequence starting with 1. 
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Then clearly U X = U (X U {%}) and therefore our assignment is not 
one-to-one. 
Let us observe that in case where X is finite 
U X is a set of nonzero dyadic integers which has infinitely 
(7.6) 
many elements in common with every element of X 
and 
U X is a set of nonzero dyadic integers which has finitely 
(7.7) 
many elements in common with every element of K-X 
Motivated by (7.6) and (7.7) for the general case of a (finite or 
infinite) subset X of K and based on Martin's axiom we assign a set 
F(X) of nonzero dyadic integers which will satisfy (7.6) and (7.7) when 
UX is replaced by F(X). 
Let us consider a partially ordered set (P>^) such that an element 
p of P Js a function from a set of nonzero dyadic integers into {0,1} 
with the following properties; 
(dom p) n X is finite for every x e X (7.8) 
{n 1 p(n) ==1} is finite (7.9) 
An example of p can be given as follows. Let x e K-X, say 
X = {1, 10, 101, 1010, . . .} and let 
p = {(1, 1), (10, 1), (101, 1), (1010, 0), . . .}. 
Clearly, from Lemma 7.5 it follows that (P,£) satisfies c.a.c. 
With every a e X and mew we consider the set 
/ 
^ = {pjp £ P and {n| p(n) = 1} n a >. (7.10) 
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We show that D is a dense subset of P for every a £ X and 
a,m 
every m e o). Indeed, let q e P. We consider a - dom p and we choose 
m elements a^^, a^, . . a^ of a - dom q. Then we define 
p = q U {(a^,l), (a^,!), . . ., (a^.l)}. Clearly the above p satisfies 
(7-8), (7.9), (7.10) and also p £ q. Thus D_ ^ is dense in P. 
Next for every b £ (K - X) we define 
= {p|p £ P and bc dom p} (7.11) 
Again, we show that is a dense subset of P for every b £ (K - X). 
Indeed, let q £ P. We define p such that dom p = bU dom q and 
p(x) = 0 for every x £ (b - dom q) whereas p(x) = q(x) for every 
X £ dom q. Obviously, p satisfies (7.8), (7.9), (7.11) and also p ^ q. 
Thus is dense in P. 
Now consider D = {D^ ^ |a £ X and m £ w} U {D^|b £ (K - X)} 
where ^ is given by (7.10) and is given by (7.11). Clearly, D 
«0 
is a set of subsets of P and D ^  k < 2 . Recalling that (P,^) 
satisfies c.a.c. by Martin's axiom there exists a D - generic set G of 
P such that 
G n ^ f 0 for every a £ X and m £ w (7.12) 
and 
G n f 0 for every b £ (K - X) (7.13) 
Since G is generic, its elements are pairwise compatible and there­
fore f = U G is a function from a set of dyadic integers into {0, 1}. 
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Let 
W = {n|f(n) = 1} = {ii|p(n) = 1 for some p £ G} (7.14) 
We show that W satisifes (7.6), (7.7) and therefore can be assigned 
to X as F(X), i.e., f(X) = W. 
Clearly, W is a set of nonzero dyadic integers. Thus to prove that 
W satisfies (7.6), it remains to show that W 0 a is finite for every 
a e X. Assume on the contrary that w fl a = i < w for some a £ X. By 
(7.12) there exists p e G 0 which by (7.10) implies that 
({n|p(n) = 1}n a) ^  i+1 > i and therefore from (7.14) it follows that 
W n a 3 ({n|p(n) = 1} H a). Hence 
W n a 3 ({njp(n) = 1} D a) > i contradicting w fl a = i. Hence W 
satisfies (7.6). 
To show that W satisfies (7.7), let be (K - X). Then by (7.13) 
there exists p e G H such that by (7.11) and (7.14) we have 
W n b É w n dom p = {nlp(n) = 1}. Therefore W fl b is finite since 
{n|p(n) =1} is finite by (7.9). Thus W satisifes (7.7). 
Below we prove that a seemingly weaker version of Martin's axiom is 
equivalent to Martin's axiom. 
Lemma 7.6. Let (P,^) be a partially ordered set and D a dense sub­
set of p. The elements p and q o£ D are compatible in P if and 
only if they are compatible in D. 
Proof. Let p and q be compatible in (P,^). Then there exists 
r £ P such that r ^  p and r £ q. Since D is a dense subset of (P,£), 
there exists s e D such that s < r < p and s < r £ q. Thus p and q 
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are compatible in D. The converse is trivially true. Hence the Lemma is 
proved. 
We prove that the following statements are equivalent for every infinite 
cardinal k. 
: If D = {D^ I i e u _< k} is a set of dense subsets of a partially 
ordered set (P,£) satisfying c.a.c. and ¥ £ k, then there exists 
a D-generic subset of P. 
: If D = {D^ I i e u £ k} is a set of dense subsets of a partially 
ordered set (P,^) satisfying c.a.c., then there exists a 
D-generic subset in P. 
Proof. To prove the equivalence it is enough to show that P^ 
implies M^. Let (P,<) be any partially ordered set satisfying c.a.c. 
and D = {D^ | i e U ^ k} be a set of dense subsets of P. For every 
with i e u ^  k, by Zorn's Lemma let be a maximal incompatible 
subset of D^. Since P satisfies c.a.c., is countable for every 
i e u _< k. Let W = w^. Clearly 
W < k (7.15) 
For every subset S of a dense subset D of P let C be a 
choice set of the set 
{H I H ^  D and (%) (m £ S^S and H is a set of lower bounds 
of Um)}. (7.16) 
and 
= S U C (7.17) 
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Now we take W instead of S and JJ D. instead of D. We let 
(7.18) 
where 
Qq = W and 0^1 = (Q^)l (7.19) 
From the above it follows that Q is a subset of P and has the 
following properties; 
(a) the partially ordered set (Q,^) satisfies c.a.c. 
This is because Q is a subset of P. 
(b) the elements p e Q and q e Q are compatible in (Q,^) if and 
only if they are compatible in (P,^). 
This follows from (7.16) to (7.19). 
(c) is a maximal incompatible subset of Q for eveiry i £ u £ k. 
Indeed, let p.e Q. Since is dense, there exists q e such that 
q ^ p. But then is a maximal incompatible subset of which 
implies that there exists r e which is compatible with q. Thus r 
and q are compatible in P. Hence r and p are compatible in Q by 
(b). 
(d) Ç<k. 
This follows from (7.15) to (7.19). 
Let = {q e Q j q ^  P for some p e W^} for every i e u £ k. 
It is easily seen that is a dense subset of Q for every i e u < k 
Let r £ (Q - W^). Since is a maximal incompatible subset of Q 
(property (c)), there exists s £ such that s and r are compatible 
in Q. Let t e Q be such that t £ s and t £ r. Clearly t £ 
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as desired. 
Let us consider D* = {D^ | i e u ^  k} whose elements are dense sub­
sets of (Q,£) . Since (Q,£) and D' satisfy the conditions in 
statement there exists a D'-generic subset G' in Q. Clearly 
G' n 5^ (J) for every i e u ^  k and every two elements of G are com­
patible in Q. Let G = {xEP|g^x for some g e G'}. Obviously» G 
is a generic subset of (P,<^) and G H $ for every i e u ^  k 
which implies that G H EL ^ # for every i e u ^  k. Therefore, G is a 
D-generic subset in (P ,£). Hence is proved. 
Clearly, if k < 2 then Mj^ is Martin's axiom and P^ is a 
seemingly weaker version of Martin's axiom which, as shown above, is in 
fact equivalent to Martin's axiom. 
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8. CHAINS IN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
Obviously not every descending sequence in a partially ordered set has 
a nonzero or nontrivial lower bound. For instance in (w,C) the descending 
sequence to» w-1, a)-2, ... has no nonzero lower bound. Howeverthere are 
partially ordered sets in which every denumerable strictly descending 
sequence has a nontrivial lower bound. 
Example 8.1. Let < in (PCto)»^) be defined as 
X < Y if and only if X - Y is finite (8.1) 
Now, let Sq > Sj > S2 > • . . > > . . . be a strictly descending 
sequence in (P(w),<). We observe that for every n 
Sg n s^ n Sg n . . . n s^ — s^^^ # cj) (8.2) 
Indeed, S q - S^ is infinite and therefore nonempty and since S q ft is 
infinite and is infinite we see that Sg H - Sg f By induc­
tion (8.2) follows. 
Now, let 
w = {x^ 1 x^e (Sq n s^ n S2 n . . . n s^ - s^^j} 
From (8.2) it follows that t S^ for every m > n and 
W - = {xq, x^, ...» x^_^}. Therefore by (8.1) we see that W is a 
nontrivial lower bound. 
The generalization of the above example to descending sequence 
Sn > S, > . . . > S. > • . . i < k 0 — 1 — — i — 
where k < 2 is an infinite cardinal can be proved based on Martin's 
axiom. 
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Lemma 8,1. Let k < 2 ^  be an infinite cardinal and be 
a descending sequence in the partially ordered set (p (oj) »£) defined 
by (8.1). Then (Shas a nontrivial lower bound. 
Proof. Let 
Q = {(x,y) 1 X is a finite subset of co and y is a finite subset of k} 
and define £ in Q by 
(x*,y') < (x,y) if and only if x 2x\ and yÇ y' and x' - xC 
for every i £ y. (8.3) 
Clearly (Q,^) is a partially ordered set. The partially ordered 
set (Q,^) satisfies c.a.c. Indeed, let E be a pairwise incompatible 
subset of Q. If (x,y) £ E and (z,w) £ E then x z since otherwise 
(x, y U w) is an extension (a lower bound) of (x,y) and (x,w) which 
contradicts that (x,y) and (x,w) are incompatible. Since there are 
only countably many distinct finite subsets of w, the subset E is 
countable. 
For every n £ w define 
= {(x,y) £ Q 1 X > n} 
is dense in Q for every n £ w. Let (x,y) £ Q and n £ w. If 
X > n then (x,y) £ D . If x £ n take z = x U A where Ac H S. 
ley 
such that z > n. Therefore (x U A, y) ^  (x,y) by (8.3) and 
(x U A, y) £ D . 
For every i < k define 
= {(x,y) £ Q j i £ y} 
E^ is dense in Q for every i < k. Let (x,y) £ Q and i < k. Then 
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(x, y U {i}) < (x,y) and (x, y V {i}) e E^. 
Now, let D = {D^ I n £ 0)} U {E^ j i < k}. The set D is such that 
N 
D £ k < 2 and its elements are dense subsets of (Q,^). By Martin's 
axiom there exists a D-generic subset G in Q, i.e., 
G n D # (j) for every new (8.4) 
G n E^^ ^ $ for every i < k (8.5) 
and 
every two elements of G are compatible in G (8.6) 
Let W be the union of the first coordinates of the elements of G. 
We show that W is a nonttivial lower bound for the sequence 
S- > S, > So > . . . > S. . . . i < k. Let i < k and n £ W - S.. 
0 — 1 — 2. — — X 1 
From (8.5) it follows that there exists (x, y) EGA E^. Since n £ W, 
there exists x' a finite subset of O) such that n £ x' and 
(x', y') £ G for some finite subset y' of k. By (8.6) there exists 
(x", y") £ G such that (x", y") £ (x, y) and (x", y") £ (x, y). Then 
n £ x" and since x"-x E. have n £ x. Therefore, W - x is 
finite because x is finite. Furthermore, W is an infinite subset of w. 
Assume on the contrary that K = m £ w. From (8.4) if follows that there 
exists (x, y) £ G n which implies that x > m. Therefore, W ^  x > m 
which contradicts that W = m. Hence W is a nontrival lower bound of 
So 2 Si 2 Sg > ... 1 > ... i < k. 
Let us observe that under suitable conditions Martin's axiom ensures 
(in a partially ordered set) the existence of a filter which also inter­
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sects Cnonemptily) a set of dense subsets. A natural question arises as to 
whether or not in a given partially ordered set (P, there exists a 
simply ordered set which intersects (nonençtily) a given set of dense sub­
sets of (P, ^ ). Obviously because of the example 7.1 (page 43) and 7.2 
(page 45) we see that (P, ^ ) must satisfy c.a.c. and the set of dense 
subsets of P must be of cardinality < 2 . The following example shows 
that even in ZFC + MA (naturally without CH) such a simply ordered 
set does not exist. 
Lenma 8.2. There exists a partially ordered set (P, <) satisfying 
*0 
c.a.c. and a set (D.). , with k < 2 of dense subsets D_. of P such 
X x<k 1  — 
that no simply ordered subset of P has nonempty intersection with every 
^1-
*0 
Proof. Let (P,p) be the set of all finite subsets of < 2 . 
Clearly P has a nonzero element. Therefore,every two elements of P are 
compatible and hence (P,3) satisfies c.a.c. Let 
D. = {p e P I i g n}. We observe that (D^)^ is a set of dense subsets i ' X i<co, 
K 
of P of cardinality less than 2 . Assume on the contrary that 
there exists a simply ordered set which has a nonempty intersection with 
every D^. Let 
C S C . . . G S C : . . .  ( 8 . 7 )  
be such a simply ordered set. Let 
S. C S. C S. C . . . (8.8) 
"•0- '•2" 
be a denumerable sequence of the above simply ordered set. Obviously 
(8.7) must have a lower bound for (8.8). But that lower bound must have 
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infinitely many elements contradicting that the elements of P are finite 
subsets of a)j^. 
In contrast to Lemma 8.2 we prove below that there exists partially 
ordered sets which have well-ordered sets intersecting (nonemptily) a 
given set of their dense subsets. 
Theorem 8.1. Let (P(w), be the partially orderedset of all sub­
sets of 03 in which X ^  Y is defined by (8.1) and let (D^) with 
*0 k < 2 be a set of dense subsets o^ P. Then there exists a well 
ordered set (S^^) = S such that S 0 f # for every i < k. 
Proof: For every ordinal i < k we define an element of 
(P (to) , as follows 
S„ e (8.9) 
S £D and S < lower bound of (S.),. for a limit 
u u u — 1 i<u -
ordinal u < k (8.11) 
The existence of Sq in (8.9) is ensured by the fact that is 
not empty. The existence of satisfying (8.10) is ensured by the 
fact that is a dense subset and nonzero. The existence of 
in (8.11) is ensured by Lemma 8.1. 
Remark 8.1. Let (P, £) be a partially ordered set in which every 
descending sequence of type < 2 has a nontrivial lower bound. Then it 
is not necessarily true that in (P, <^) every ascending sequence of type 
< 2 has a nontrivial upper bound. To show this let us assume CH and 
* J. 
let us consider the partially ordered set (w II ^ where 
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w* = {0,-1,-2,...} and x if and only if y ^  x. Obviously because 
*0 
of CH every sequence of type <2 is a denumerable sequence and 
clearly every descending sequence in (o) U oJj^, ^ has a nontrivial 
lower bound. On the othei hand the ascending sequence {0,-1,-2,...} 
has no nontrivial upper bound. 
However, in connection with the partially ordered set (P (w), 
where X ^  Y if and only if X - Y is finite, in addition to Lemma 8.1 
we prove the following 
*0 Lemma 8.3. Let k < 2 be an infinite cardinal and ( E ^ ^ ) b e  
an ascending sequence in the partially ordered set (P(w), <) defined 
by (8.1). Then has a nontrivial upper bound. 
^0 Proof. Let = w - for every i < k < 2 • The sequence 
(E^) is a descending sequence in (P(w), £) since 
Hi., - Hi = E* ,1 ^ E. = E. - E, ,. is finite. By Lemma 8.1 the sequence 
x+1 1 i+1 X i i+1 
(np^^k has a nontrivial lower bound say, W. Let W = o) - W . We 
s h o w  t h a t  W  i s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  u p p e r  b o u n d  o f  ( S ^ ^ ) I n d e e d ,  
H^ - W = H^ n W = W - H is finite for every i < k since W is a 
lower bound of But then W is a nontrivial lower bound of 
(Ep^^k which implies that W is a nontrivial upper bound of 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. 
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9. BOUNDABLE CHAINS IN P(w) 
Throughout this section we consider the partially ordered set (P,^) 
where F is the set of all infinite subsets of o) and ^ is defined 
according to (8.1). Thus for every X £ P and every Y e P we have 
X < Y if and only if X - Y < (9.1) 
or 
X < Y if and only if X - Y < and Y - X = (9.2) 
and 
X = Y if and only if X © Y < (9.3) 
The following lemma is needed: 
Lemma 9.1. No element of (P, ^ ) is minimal. 
Proof. Let Z e P and let Z = X U Y with X = Y and X A Y = 
Then clearly X < Z according to (9.2) and therefore no element Z of 
(P, £) is minimal. 
As a generalization of Lemma 9.1 (as shown later) we claim that every 
descending chain 
S- > S. > S- > S, > ... > S. > ... i £ 0) (9.4) 0 — 1 — 2 — 3 — — 1 — 
of type u) of (P, ^ ) has a lower bound. However, we introduce another 
partial order which is needed for our immediate purposes. 
Let F be the set of all ordered pairs whose first coordinates are 
finite subsets of w and whose second coordinates are finite sets of the 
terms of the sequence appearing in (9=4). We define a partial order < 
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on F as follows 
(a, S) £ (a*, S') if and only if à c a' and S ^  S' and a*-a^ S 
(9.5) 
Lemma 9.2. Let (a, S) and (b, H) be two compatible elements of 
(F, _<) such that e S for some i e w. Then 
a - = (a U b) - (9.6) 
Proof. Since (a, S) and (b, H) are compatible they have a 
common extension (c, T). But then c - aC fl S C s^. However since 
a c c we have a - = c - which establishes (9.6). 
L«mma 9.3. Let {(a^, Hj)|j £ w} be a pairwise compatible subset 
of (F, £) having (a^, {S^, ...}) as an element. Then 
U a - S = a - S (9.7) 
jeo)^ ^ ^ ^ 
Proof. Since U a^ = a^ U a^ U a^ U ... U a^_^ U a^^^ U 
we have U a. - S. = (a, U a_ - S.) U (a, U a_ - S.) U ... which by 
jEW ^ k u 1 fcii 
(9.6) implies (9.7). 
In order to prove our claim in connection with (9.4), in view of 
Lemma 9.3, it suffices to construct a set G of pairwise compatible ele­
ments of (F, £) such that the union W of the first coordinates of the 
elements of G is infinite and such that every S^ occurs as an element 
of the second coordinate of an element of G. To this end we prove. 
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Lpmma 9.4. There exists an ascending chain ((a^, of 
elements (a_, H^) of F such that 
= % (9.8) 
i£W 
and 
U H = {S , S . S , ...} (9.9) 
ieu ^ ^ . 
where S^'s are as given in (9.4). 
Proof 1. Starting with (a^, Sq) where a^ is a finite subset of 
0) we consider (a^ U bg, {Sq, S^}) where b^ is a finite subset of Sq. 
Then we consider (a^ U b^ U b^, {Sq, S^, Sg}) where is a finite 
subset of S q n S^. Clearly this yields the ascending chain mentioned 
above. This construction is possible since the intersection of every fi­
nite subset of S^'s is an infinite subset of u. 
We give an alternative proof of lemma 9.4 based on the notion of 
dense subsets of (F, ^ ). 
Proof 2. We observe that for eveiry hew the set 
= {(a, H)la ^  n} is a dense subset of (F, ^ ). This is because if 
(m, K) e F such that m < n then (m U b, K) £ where m U b = n and 
b ^  n K. Clearly (m, K) £ (m U b, K) from which it follows that is 
dense. We observe also that for every new the set = {(a, S)}c E} 
is obviously a dense subset of (F, ^ ). Now, we construct a chain 
(aQ, HQ) < (a^. a^) < (ag, H^) < ... 
where (a^, E Dg and e and (a^^. for 
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every new. Obviously ((a_, satisfies (9.8) and (9.9). 
We give a third proof using Martin's axiom 
Proof 3. We observe that D 's and E 's form a denumerable set of 
n n 
dense subsets of (F, £). Moreover, (F, £) satisfies c.a.c. this is 
because any two incompatible elements of (F, ^ ) must have distinct first 
coordinates and the set of all finite subsets of w is denumerable. By 
Martin's axiom (F, ^ ) has a generic set G intersecting every and 
every in a nonempty set. Clearly the union of the first coordinates 
of the elements of 6 and the union of the second coordinates of 6 
satisfy (9.8) and (9.9). 
Finally based on Lemma 9.3 and 9.4 we prove 
Lemma 9.5. The sequence appearing in (9.4) has a lower bound. 
Proof 1. From Lemma 9.4 it follows that Ua. is an infinite 
ieu) ^  
subset of (jJ and from Lemma 9.3 it follows that Ua. - S. = a. - S. 
ieto ^ ^ ^ 
is finite. Thus, (J a. is the desired lower bound. 
ieo) ^  
Proof 2. Following Example 8.1 we may construct the set 
follows 
X q E (S q — Sj), X^ £ (S q n Sj^) — ^2' ^2 ^ n n S2) ~ ^ 3' * • • 
clearly {xg, x^^, . . .} {XQ, x^^, . . ., } and therefore 
{x„, x^, Xg, . . .} is a lower bound of the sequence appearing in (9.4). 
Obviously (see Lemma 8.1) Lemma 9.5 can be extended into any dèscend-
% ing sequence of type < 2 and as an immediate consequence we prove: 
^0 
Theorem 9.1. Let u be any ordinal < 2 . Then there exists a 
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strictly descending sequence of type u ^ (P, 
^0 
Proof. Assume on the contrary and let u be the first ordinal < 2 
for which no strictly descending sequence of type u exists in (P, £). 
Thus for every ordinal v < u there exists a strictly descending sequence 
of type V in (P, ^ ). From Zorn's lemma it follows that there exists a 
maximal such descending sequence Q which by Lemma 8.1 must have a minimim 
but then by a reasoning analogous to that of Lemma 9.1 we can extend 
Q by an element S < S . 
n m 
Remark 9.1. In the above we considered a descending chain in (P,^) 
defined by (9.1). Next we may consider descending chains of nondenumerable 
subsets of in (Q»<^) where Q = P(K^) and ^ is defined by: 
X < Y  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  X  -  Y  <  ( 9 . 1 0 )  
Without the use of Martin's axiom we may prove the following: 
Theorem 9.2. Let u be any ordinal < Then there exists a 
descending sequence of type u ^ (Q»^.)* 
Proof; Since u is an ordinal < the cardinality of u is 
less than or equal to Let A q be a subset of with cardinality 
Since we can decompose the subset A q into u dis­
joint subsets Bq, B^, B^, . . ., . . ., X<u each of cardinality 
. Thus A G  =  B G  U  B ^  U  B G  . . . U B j^ U . . . ,  X < U  and B ^ ^  = 
for every i < u. Now we define A^ for every i < u as follows; 
AG = BGU B^ U BG U . . . U B^U . . . , X < u 
Aj = Bj U B2 U B^ U . . . U B^ U . . • , X < u 
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AG = BG, U BG U U .  .  .U U .  .  .  ,  X < U 
U U B^+2 U . - . U Bx U . . . , X < u 
Clearly each is a nondenumerable subset of and A^ - - (|) and 
Aj - A^ = Nj for every i < j < u. Therefore 
Ag > A^ > Ag > . . . > A_ > . . . , i < u C9.ll) 
which by (9.10) is a (strictly) descending sequence of type u < IKg con­
sisting of nondenumerable subsets of 
Remark 9.2. Although in (Qj£) we are able to construct descending 
chains of any type u < ^ 2 however without an additional axiom it seems 
impossible to construct a descending chain of type ^The Martin's axiom 
cannot apply since the set of all finite subsets of is not denumerable. 
Remark 9.3. We observe that in the above example X ^  Y if and only 
if X c Y and Y - X = so that the descending sequence (9.11) is also 
well-ordered by the set-theoretical inclusion. 
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10. PSEUDO-ULTRAFILTERS IN PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
In this section we introduce the notion of an ultrafilter in a 
partially ordered set (a notion which is usually introduced in connection 
with Boolean algebras and lattices [33, 34, 35, 36]) and we follow it by 
that of a pseudo-ultrafilter. 
First, we consider a rather general definition for a complement (cf. 
[37]) of an element a in a partially ordered set (P, _< ). 
We say that an element b of P is a complement of an element a of 
P if and only if 
b is incompatible with a (10.1) 
i.e., b and a have no nonzero lower bound in (P, ^ ). 
Accordingly, every nonzero element of P is a complement of 0 (if 
it exists) and 0 is the only complement of 1 (if it exists). 
Clearly a may have many complements in P (in contrast to that in 
a distributive lattice a has at most one complement (cf. [38])). 
Next, we introduce: 
Definition 10.1. Let (P, ^ ) be a partially ordered set. A subset 
U of. ^ is called an ultrafilter if and only if 
every two elements of U have a lower bound in U (10.2) 
and 
X E U and x ^  y imply y e U (10.3) 
and 
for every element x o£ P either x s U or a complement of x is an 
element of U. (10.14) 
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We observe that in contrast with our definition of a generic set 
(page 14) an ultrafilter U of P need not intersect every dense subset 
of P as shown below: 
Let (P =, {a, b} , _<) be a partially ordered set in which a and b 
are incomparable. Then according to (10.2), (10.3) and (10.4) the proper 
subset U = { a} is an ultrafilter of (P, _<) which does not intersect 
the dense subset D ={ b 3. 
For every element a of P we define 
D ^ = { x e P |  x ^ a  ^ r  x  i s  i n c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  a } '  ( 1 0 . 5 )  
We observe that is a dense subset of P for every a g P. Indeed, 
if p e P and p is compatible with a then there exists x e P and 
X j< p and X ^  a. Thus, x e and x _< p. On the other hand, if p 
is incompatible with a then p ^  p and p e D^. We further observe that 
if U is an ultrafilter then U ^ ^ ^  for every a g P. Indeed, by 
(10.4) either a g U or a complement of a is an element of U. Thus, 
in either case U H D f 6. 
a ^ 
In contrast with Theorem 4.1 we show that (P, _<_) may have an 
ultrafilter in the sense of Definition 10.1 without requiring the existence 
of a molecule. 
Example 10.1. Let (w, _<) be the set of all natural numbers partial 
ordered by extension. Clearly every decreasing sequence is an ultrafilter 
in the sense of Definition 10.1 and yet (w, <) has no molecule. 
On the other hand, it is readily verified that if m is a molecule 
of (P, £) then 
U = £ X I X e P and x ^  y for some y ^  m ] is an ultrafilter of (P, ^ ) 
generated by m. 
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Remark 10.1. Let us observe that, in general, the complement (P - U) 
of an ultrafilter (in the sense of Definition 10.1) U is not a prime 
ideal since not every two elements of (P - U) have an upper bound in 
(P - U). 
In order to preserve some characteristic properties of ultrafilters 
and prime ideals we introduce the notion of a pseudo-ultrafilter. 
First, however, we consider 
Definition 10.2. A subset E of a partially ordered set (P, jc) is 
called pseudo-dense if and only if for every x E P there exists a nonzero 
y e E such that y ^  z for some z which is compatible with x. 
Based on Definition 10.2. we introduce 
Definition 10.3. Let (P, be a partially ordered set. A subset 
V £f P is called a pseudo-ultrafilter of P if and only if 
X E  V and y E  V imply z is compatible with x and y V for some 
z £ V, i.e., X and y are pseudo-compatible (10.6) 
and 
V n E f 4" for every pseudo-dense subset E 2Ë ^ (10.7) 
and 
X £ V' and x ^  y imply y e V (10.8) 
We also need a notion analogous to that of the complement (of an 
element in a partially ordered set) as given below. 
Definition 10.4. Let a be an element of a partially ordered set 
(P, ^ ). Then an element b of P is called a pseudo-complement of a 
if and only if b is incompatible with every element compatible with a. 
Thus, b is not a pseudo-complement of a if and only if there 
exists c £ P which is compatible with a and b. 
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Based on the above definitions we prove: 
Lemma 10.1. Let' b a pseudo-complement of a in a partially ordered 
set (P, _<) and V be a pseudo-ultrafilter of P. Then a e V implies 
b f V. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that a e V and b g V. But then by 
(10.6) there exists c e P such that c is compatible with a and b 
contradicting that b is a pseudo-complement of a. 
Lemma 10.2. Let a be an element of a partially ordered set (P, ^ ) 
and V a pseudo-ultraf ilter of (P, ^ ). Then a e V or b e V for some 
pseudo-complement b of a. 
Proof. Let us consider the set 
E^= {xePjx_^a or x is a pseudo-complement of a 3 . 
We show that is a pseudo-dense subset of P. Indeed, if p e (P - E^) 
is not a pseudo-complement of a then there exists z e P such that z 
is compatible with p and a. But this implies that there exists y jc a 
such that y z. Hence, y e E^ and y is less than some z which is 
compatible with p. 
Now, by (10.7) there exists x in V 0 E^. From the definition of 
E it follows that either x < a or x is a pseudo-complement of a. 
a — 
If X ^  a then (10.8) implies a e V. If x is a pseudo-complement of 
a then b = x is an element of V. 
In analogy to a molecule (see Definition 4.1) of a partially ordered 
set (P, ^ ) we may define 
Definition 10.5. An element m of a partially ordered set (P, ^ ) 
is called a pseudo-molecule of P if and only if every two nonzero elements 
X and y with x u and y ^  v such that u and v are compatible 
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with m are pseudo-compatible. 
Based on the above we prove 
Theorem 10.1. A partially ordered set (P, has à pseudo-
ultrafilter if and only if P has a pëeûdo-molecule m such that m e V. 
Proof. Let m be a pseudo-molecule of (P, , Consider the set 
V defined by 
V = J X I X e P and x is pseudo-compatible with m }. (10.9) 
We claim that V is a pseudo-ultraf ilter of (P, ^ ). Indeed, if x e V 
and y £ V then by (10.9) there exists u and v in P such that u 
is compatible with m and x and v is compatible with m and y. Let 
be a lower bound of x and u and y^ be a lower bound of y and v. 
Thus, by Definition 10.5, x^ and y^ are pseudo-compatible, i.e., there 
exists z compatible with x^ and y^. Hence, x and y are pseudo-
compatible and V satisfies (10.6)Moreover, if E is a pseudo-dense 
subset of P then by Definition 10.2 there exists x e E such that 
X ^ z for some z compatible with m. From (10.9) it follows that x s V 
and V satisfies (10.7). Clearly, V satisfies also (10.8). Hence, V 
is a pseudo-ultrafilter of (P, ^ ). 
To prove the converse let us assume on the contrary that no element of 
V is a pseudo-molecule. Hence, for every p e V there exist x and y 
such that X is less than some u compatible with p and y is less 
than some v compatible with p and x e (P - V) or y e (P - V). But 
this implies that (P - V) is a pseudo-dense subset of P contradicting 
the fact that (p - V) H V = (|). 
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11. STRONGLY k-COMPLETE ULTRAFILTERS AND 
RAMSEY'S THEOREM 
Let k be an infinite cardinal. A decreasing (w.r.t. C ) sequence 
of subsets of k is called receding if and only if 
i < j implies min S^ < min S^ (11.1) 
and 
n S. = S for some w<k (11.2) 
i<v<k ^ " 
Let us observe that from (11.1) it follows that if (S^^)^^^ is a 
•receding sequence then 
min 2 i for every i < k (11.3) 
and if c < k such that c e for some i < k, then 
n Î I c e S^} = S^ for some w < k (11.4) 
Indeed, since by (11.3) min S^^^ >_ c + 1 > c, the set S^^^ does 
not contain c. Let v be the smallest ordinal such that c ^ S^. Clearly, 
v c + 1 and c e S. if and only if i < v, i.e., n{S^ jc e S^} = ^ S^. 
1^ i<v 
C E S . }  =  S  f o r  s o m e  i w 
w < k. 
We also observe that from (11.1) and (11.4) it follows that c = min S 
implies flC | c £ S^3 = S^ for some w < k. (11.5) 
Lemma 11.1. Let (S^)^^^ be a receding sequence and f a mapping 
from k into k such that 
f (x) = min n { S^j X e } if_ x e for some i < k, and 
f(x) = 0, otherwise (11.6) 
Then f(0) = 0 and c > 0 is a fixed point of f if and only if c = min S^ 
for some w < k. 
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Proof. To show f(0) =0 it is enough to assume that 0 e for 
some i < k. Then by (11.5) we have 0 = min = min I 0 e } 
which by (11.6) implies f(0) = 0. 
Let 0 < c = min S , then again by (11.5) we have 
c = min = min H { c e 3 which again by (11.6) implies f (c) = c. 
Conversely, let 0 < c = f(c). Then by (11.6) we have c e for 
some i < k. But then by (11.4) we have H ( S. I  ce S.l - S for some 
. 1 ' i w 
w < k which by (11.6) implies f(c) = min S for some w < k. 
w 
As usual [39, 40], a cardinal k > u) is called (two-valued) measurable 
if and only if there exists a k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter U of 
the Boolean algebra 2^, i.e., S ^  U with ^ < k implies (O S) e U. 
Moreover, a k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter U of 2 is called 
strongly k-complete [39] if and only if for every mapping f from k into 
k we have 
{XI f(x) < X } e U implies { x| f(x) = t 3 e U for some t < k. 
It is known [39] that the existence of a measurable cardinal k 
implies the existence of a strongly k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 
2%. 
Based on the above definitions, we prove 
Lemma 11.2. Let k be a measurable cardinal and U be a strongly 
k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2 . Let f be a mapping from k 
into k such that { -x j f (x) x } e U. {x | f (x) = i} • $ U for every 
t < k then {xj f(x) = x ] s U. 
Proof. From the hypothesis of the lemma and the definition of a 
k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter it follows that { x J f(x) < x } ^  U. 
Since U is an ultrafilter and C x| f(x) _< x} e U, we have 
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^ {x| f(x) ^  X ) n {x I f(x) 2 x] j = {xj f(x) = x] E U. Hence, Lemma is 
proved. 
Next, based on the above Lemmas and Definitions, we prove 
Theorem 11.1. Let k be a measurable, cardinal and U be a k-complete 
nonprincipal liltrafilter of 2^. ' Let be a receding sequence such 
that £ U for every i < k. Then { min | i < k } e U. 
Proof. Let us define a mapping f from k into k by 
f(x) = min N {S^ j x E S^} if x E for some i < k and f(x) = 0, 
otherwise, from the definition of f it follows that f(x) ^  x for every 
X < k. Since U is an ultrafilter, { x| f(x) £x}= k e U. 
Now we claim that {xJ f(x) = t) ^ U for every t < k. Assume on 
the contrary that H = { xj f(x) = h) E U for some h < k. We consider 
two cases: 
Case 1: If h=0 then by the definition of f, for every i < k, no 
element of H . is an element of and this implies HH = <j) for 
every i < k which contradicts that U is an ultrafilter because both H • 
and are elements of U. 
Case 2: If 0 < h < k then from the definition of f it follows 
that h = minn{ j x e } for every x 6 H. But then from (11.4) it 
follows that there exists w < k such that h = min 0 {S^ ) x e S^} = min 
for every x E li. Again by definition of f and.the definition of a reced­
ing sequence we see that no element of H is an element of Indeed, 
if X £ S ,, for some XE H then S =n{ S . | x £ S . } c S . -  c o n t r a -
w+1 w X 1 — wrl 
dieting that is a decreasing sequence. Therefore, Hfl ~ 
which contradicts H 0 ^ (ji since from the hypothesis of the theorem 
and our assumption H as well as is an element of ultrafilter U. 
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From the two above cases we see that our assumption is false and 
{ X I f(x) = t} ^ U for every t < k. But then from Lemma 11.2 it follows 
that the set F = {x j f(x) = x } of all fixed points of f is an element of 
U. Hence, the set (F - [o]) of all nonzero fixed points of f is an 
element of U which, in view of Lemma 11.1, implies 
(F - • {o} ) = { X j X > o and f (x) = x } ={ min j i < k} t U. Thus j 
Theorem is proved. 
As an application of Theorem 11.1, we prove the following generaliza-
2 
tion [41] of Ramsey's theorem [42, 43, 44]. In the following [s] denotes 
the set of all 2-element subsets of s(c.f. [45, 46]). 
Theorem 11.2. Let k be a measurable cardinal and U a strongly 
k 2 k-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2 . Let [k] be partitioned in­
to two (mutually disjoint) parts A and B. Then there exists a subset 
H of_ k such that h e U (and thus, H = k), and, either [H]^c A or 
else [H]^C B. 
2 Proof. Let S be the set of all the elements of [k] of the form 
2 f X, 0} where -.x z (k - J 0}). Since [k] is partitioned into two parts 
A and B, the set S is also partitioned into corresponding two parts 
which induce the obvious partition of {x |{ x, 0 } e S } into two parts. 
However, since {x|{x, O} e s} = (k - Co})e U, one and only one of 
the two parts of { x j {x, 0} e S}, say, must be an element of U. 
But then either {(x:, •0}|x E S^} C A or else { {x,0}jx e S^} ^  B. 
If {{x, 0} I X e Sq} CB then we form the triplet (0, Sq, B) which 
indicates that Sq e U and {{x, 0}|x e } CB. 
Now starting with min Sq instead of 0 and Sq instead of k we 
form the triplet, say, (min S^, S^, A) where Ç and e U and 
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{ { X, min SQ X e c A. 
Based on the hypothesis that U is a k-complete ultrafilter, we 
continue the process as in the above and we form the triplets 
(0 = min k, S^, M) and (min fl S., S., M) for every 0 < i < k wit-i 
j<i ^  ^ 
M £ {a, B} such that S. = {xlx£ flS. and { x, min OS. 3e M }e U. 
^ j<i ] . j<i ] 
From the above it follows that is a receding sequence 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 11.1. Therefore, the set 
{ min I i < k 3 is an element of U. But then, as the construction 
of the triplets shows, partition {A, B} induces the obvious partition of 
{ min 1 i < k) into two parts. However, since {min | i < k } g U, 
one and only one of the two parts, say, H of { min S. ^  i < k} must be 
2 2 
an element of U. But then H e U and either [H] C A or else [H] c B, 
as desired. Thus, Theorem 11.2 is proved. 
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